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Draft lite
Martin hopes to go early
in shortened NBA Draft

$2,000 per game

Freedom Fest '89

Baseball says Rose bet
heavily on his team, others

A brief look at July 4th
weekend activities
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Dodd tells scholars teamwork key to Toyota success

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

KFNTI 1( KY CERTIFIED CITY
.
,
.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON. JUNE 27.
1989

Tonight: Thunderstorms likely, diminishing after midnight.
Low in the lower 70s. Light
southwest wind. Chance of rain
70 percent.
Wednesday: Warm and humid
with a 30 percent chance of
showers. High near 90.

Emphasizing teamwork as a
main reason for Toyota's success,
Gary Dodd, general manager of
corporate services for the Georgetown plant, spoke to Murray
State's Governor's Scholars Monday night.
Dodd said teamwork is one of
the vital ingredients in Japanese
culture. Employees at the Geogre-

town plant are selected based on
their ability to work within a team
format. The work at the plant is
designed for people to work
together.
Dodd emphasized to the students
Toyota's spirit of kaizen, the
search for improvement. He said
this included the employees utilizing their time, ability and their
minds to produce the perfect production system, then improving
upon it.

"At this time, thanks to the
teamwork of our employees, the
Georgetown plant is producing a
better automobile than its sister
plant in Japan," Dodd said.
Dodd said the teamwork concept
extends all over the plant. All
executives at the plant wear the
same uniform as everyone else.
There are no executive parking
spaces, no executive dining room,
no executive suite. Dodd said every
individual is considered a vital part

Ready to respond

of the team.
Georgetown was selected by
Toyota in December 1985 as the
location for its first wholly owned
automobile manufacturing facility
in the United States. Construction
began on the $800 million plant in
May 1986, with the first Kentuckybuilt Camry rolling off the assembly line just two years later. Dodd
said Toyota's total capital invest(Cont'd on page 2)

Bush calls for
amendment to
forbid burning
American flag

NATIONAL

WASHINGTON — Abuse and mismanagement may be everywhere
in the Department of Housing and Urban Development, say investigators who confess they don't know where their probe will be headed
next.
WASHINGTON — Death penalty opponents are calling for new
state laws to protect juveniles and the mentally retarded in the wake of
Supreme Court rulings they say are "medieval and barbaric."
NEW YORK — Baseball's report on Pete Rose paints a picture of
an obsessed gambler who bet on virtually any sporting event, including
games played by his Cincinnati Reds.
NEW YORK — Three weekend oil spills have given new urgency
to a review of traffic control in the nation's busiest shipping lanes, a
process that began after the Exxon Valdez shipwreck raised questions
about safety.

STATE
FRANKFORT — The Supreme Court "responded to society's
demand" in ruling Kentucky could execute Kevin Stanford for the
murder he committed as a 17-year-old, state Attorney General Fred
Cowan said.
FRANKFORT — When Jefferson County police officer Chris Dunn
was shot to death in April 1980, it was a double loss for his father.
STONE — With another quiet day on the picket line, striking Eastern Coal Co. miners tried to guess the company's next move.
LOUISVILLE — Women in state government earned 83 percent of
the average salary of male employees in 1988, according to a report by
Kentucky Commission on Human Rights.
WILLIAMSBURG — A Tengiessee man has decided not to appeal
a Whitley Circuit judge's decision that could have led to charitable
gamblirg across the state being declared unconstitutional.
v. Five members of the Murray.Fire Department completed training in the First Responde
r Course taught
by emergency medical technician instructor David Belcher, at right, through Kentucky's
Vocational Education Region One program. Those passing the course were, from left: Jim Shropshire, Brad
Haugh, Mike
Farley, Ronnie Barnett, and Ricky Stewart. The course trained the firefighters in emergenc
y medical
skills through classroom lectures and hands-on instruction.
WIMBLEDON, England — The stage was set for the downfall of
Staff photo by Dr.id Tuck
the teen-age clay-court king. A switch to unfamiliar fast grass, a serve
and-volley opponent tailor-made for the surface and a first-round
match at the world's most famous tennis arena.
NEW YORK — A few days before the NBA draft is no time for
one of the best seniors in college basketball to have questions raised
about his health.
COVIIIGTON, Ky.(AP) — Forwhom he might endorse as his sucCollins got her start in politics
UNIONDALE, N.Y. — At an age when most coaches with his cremer Gov. Martha Layne Collins cessor in the Senate.
working in Ford's 1971 campaign
dentials would be content to rest on them, Al Arbour is tackling
said she might consider a bid for
Ford has said he hopes to decide for governor and has been his ally
another rebuilding job.
the U.S. Senate if her political by Aug. 5 whether he will run for since.
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. — Sam Bowie has been described as
mentor, incumbent Sen. Wendell governor in .1991.
Collins said she has several
a man whose heart matches his 7-foot-1 stature. Now the New Jersey
Ford, decides to run for governor.
"He has todecide who would do interests "where I can do some
Nets are hoping his legs will live up to the task.
Collins, who has kept a low prowhat," Collins said. "I have no good" other than politics.
lir
file since leaving office 18 months intentions to run for office right
Since leaving office, she has
ago, said she doesn't know what, if now. But I keep my options open. I been teaching,
first at the Universiany, role she might play in Ford's never say never, as far as running ty of Louisville
's School of Busipossible gubernatorial campaign, or again."
ness and, more recently, at Harvard

SPORTS

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush, reacting to a controversial Supreme Court decision, called
today for a constitutional amendment to forbid the desecration of
the American flag.
"Support of the First Amendment need not extend to desecration of the American flag," the
president said in a statement in the
White House briefing room.
The Supreme Court ruled 5-4
last week that burning the American flag as a form of protest is protected by the Constitution.
Bush said it was' important to
protect the free-speech guarantees
of protest, but he didn't want to
extend that to the flag, which he
referred to as "the unique symbol
of America."
The decision provoked an emotional response in Congress and
elsewhere, and Bu-sh said protection of the flag will "in no wtiy
limit" constitutional rights.
Bush also he does not want to
see contacts with the Chinese government cut off, despite a continuing crackdown in Beijing against
leaders of a pro-democracy
(Cont'd on page 2)

Former governor says Senate race an option

BUSINESS - FINANCE

LONDON — The dollar was
mixed in quiet, early European
trading today, and foreign currency dealers said the market
was waiting for cues from economic news to be released this
week.
Gold prices fell.
He said investors are uncertain about where to go and are
waiting for Thursday's release
of U.S. leading indicators.
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Chamber slated
to kick off new
Goals Program
in Curris Center
By MARK COOPER

as a fellow at the Institute of
Politics.
The former governor has made it
a point not to comment publicly on
current state issues, although she
has lectured on politics in the
classroom.
"I have tried not to interject my
personiapinions on issues," she
(Cont'd on page 2)

Scouting M eum
6

Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

The Murray Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce will kick
off its new Goals Program July 25
in the Curris Center.
The all-day program, designed to
give area residents an opportunity
10 voice their concerns about the
future of Murray, will feature a
round-table discussion on various
topics including education, economics, government and transportation, according to Chamber director Steve Zea.
"What we are doing is looking
for people's opinion on how to
make Murray a better place," Zea
said. "We want to get a handle on
the needs of the town and to set
goals toward fulfilling those
needs."
(Cont'd on page 2)

New Chamber of Commerce board members were sworn in at the Chamber meeting Monday afternoon.
Pictured from left are new Chamber president Tommy Marshall, president-elect Sam Parker and
vicepresident Joe Dick. Not pictured are treasurer' Harold Doran and secretary Melvin Henley.
Staff photo by Mart cooper
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Woman's Club votes to make club house repairs
ration and replacement of items.
Long-term maintenance needs
includes patio, drive way founda
The Murray Woman's Club in a tion, repave parking lot and replacespecial called meeting voted unani- couches in auditorium.
mously last night to give authority
The club house was erected on
to the Advisory Council to borrow property donated
to the club by
the necesssary funds for repairs for Barnett sisters — Mrs. Adrian the
Barthe club house.
nett McRee, Mrs. Maude Barnett
Margaret Yuill, chairman of the Schmidt and Mrs. Larena
Barnett
Advisory Council, outlined the Fulton. The
stone was given by
renovation proposal for the club Mrs. G.B. Scott.
It was built in
house to the approximately 150 1939-40 and dedicated on Sept.
27,
members present.
1940.
These needs include basement
The house was used for many
leakage, repair or replacement of years as the only
place large
roof, heating/air conditioning, gut- enough for a banque
t or special
ters, painting, and basement deco- formal 'vents. The
kitchen was
By JO BURKEEN

Murray Ledger & nines Staff Writer

used constantly and the club
employed a full time hostess until
about 10 years ago. Many clubs
had their weekly meetings at the
club house.
Now the house is in use constantly as a place for the meetings
of all 10 departments of the Murray
Woman's Club, and for many weddings, receptions, banquets, etc.
"We must keep the house in
good working order for the benefit
of the public and to continue the
ideals of the club, organized here
in November 1905," said Barbara
Brandon, president.
The money will be borrowed as
needed from the local banks, but it

is hoped that many local residents
and businesses will contribute to
the renovation funds so the club
will not have a long running period
of payments, Brandon added.
Yuill as president in 1988-89 for
her annual report noted that over
$10,000 was given to the community in donations and volunteer service by the 352 members of the
Murray club.
Any person who would like to
make a donation to the club for this
renovation project may mail it to
Murray Woman's Club, P.O. Box
162, Murray, Ky. 42071. Donations
are tax deductible.

Opponents outraged by court ruling on children
WASHINGTON (AP) — Death
penalty opponents are calling for
new state laws to protect juveniles
and the mentally retarded in the
wake of Supreme Court rulings
they say are "medieval and
barbaric."
To give up, with ultimate finality, upon a person even before they
emerge from childhood ... is
squarely in opposition to the fundamental premises of an enlightened
juvenile justice system," said
American Bar Association President Robert Raven.
"We strongly urge states to
enact legislation which recognizes
that minors ... should not be held to
... the ultimate sanction of death,"

he said.
tences of a Kentucky murderer who
Of the 37 states permitting capi- was 17
when he killed, a Missouri
tal punishment, 15 now bar its use
killer who was 16, and a Texas
for anyone who committed the
killer who has the mental capacity
crime before age 18.
of a 7-year-old.
The court, voting 5-4, said MonLast year, the court decided that
day the Constitution does not bar 15
was too young for execution.
states from executing murderers
The justices, expected to wrap
who committed their crimes as up
the
young as 16 or mentally retarded day, current court term on Thurshave yet to issue a decision in
adult killers.
a closely watched Missouri case in
In the case of the mentally
which the court's 1973 decision
retarded, the justices said convicted
legaliz
ing abortion is under attack.
murderers may demand that senThe
court
must either announce a
tencing juries and judges consider
their limited reasoning capacity as decision or schedule the case to be
a factor weighing against the death argued again during its next term
beginning in October.
penalty.
The court upheld the death sen- , In other matters Monday, the
court:
—Ruled, 7-2, that skyrocketing
punitive damage awards in personal injury lawsuits do not violate the
Constitution's ban on excessive
fines. The decision left open the
possibility that such hefty awards
violate due-process rights.
'
—Said police may stray from the
precise wording of the famous Miranda warnings given to criminal
Starts
suspects, voting 5-4 to reinstate an
Indiana man's conviction for
attempted murder.
—Unanimously interpreted a key
federal anti-racketeering law broadly in a Minnesota case to make it
easier to use the law in civil lawItalian
suits against businesses accused of
fraud.
Special
—Agreed to decide in an Ohio
case
whether states may outlaw
possession of "lewd" photographs
$ 95 Small $ I 19
and films depicting child nudity.
With Garlic Bread • Salad 89 Extra
The court in 1982 said states could
Inside Dining Only Free Refills On Drinks
ban the promotion and distribution
of such material, but stopped short
of allowing its possession to be a
1.19 SPECIAL FOR KIDS
crime.
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Clarification
Murray police detective Charles
Peeler wishes it to be known that
he had no written reminder of the
storage bill charged to the city by
Tabers Body Shop eariler this year
concerning the storage of police
items involved in one of his cases.
The issue concerns discussion at
the City Council meeting June 22.

Law enforcement authorities said
the juvenile death penalty decisions
will advance the fight against violent crime.
"In an era of growing concern
over the increase and seriousness
of violent crime, the court's decision ... reaffirms that state legislators, the juvenile justice system and
local juries — not the federal
courts — can and should decide
upon the proper age to impose the
death penalty," said Attorney General Fred Cowan of Kentucky.
"Clearly, some 16- and 17-yearolds in our society are fully mature
and capable of plotting and carrying out the most heinous of
crimes," he added. "The court has
obviously responded to society's
demand to hold youths who are
mature enough to commit horrible
crimes responsible for their
actions."
The court's juvenile-killers ruling affects about 25 of the 2,200
death row inmates across the
nation.

Dodd...
(Cont'd from page 1)
ment in the Georgetown plant
exceeded $1.1 billion. The plant
has approximately 3,000 employees
on the payroll, and will increase
that to 3,500 by 1991. The annual
payroll exceeds $100 million. Of
the present employees at the
Georgetown plant, 94 percent are
from Kentucky.
Toyota Motor Manufacturing has
been in business for 60 years, now
producing 6 1/2 million cars a year
worldwide. TMM is the largest corporation in Japan. Dodd said teamwork played a major roll in attaining this status.
"The reason I came to Murray,"
Dodd said, "was to share with the
group the Japanese management
techniques Toyota has brought to
Kentucky. I want to emphasis that
teamwork pays off."

Max Hurt
Memorial
Golf
Tournament
MONDAY, JULY 3, 1989
MURRAY COUNTRY CLUB
COLLEGE FARM ROAD
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
(502) 753-9430

The 1989 Max Hurt Golf Tournament is spons
ored
by the Murray Rotary Club and is a part
of the
Freedom Fest Activities.
PRIZES: Team prizes (gift certificates)for 1st, 10th,
20th,30th and
40th place. Individual prizes for closest to the
pin,
straightest and longest drive contests.
PUTTING CONTEST: From 8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.,
there will be a
putting contest on the practice green with all
proceeds to the M. C. Garrett Scholarship
Fund at Murray State University. You do not
have to play in the tournament to participate
In the putting contest. $1.00 per putt.
REFRESHMENTS: Complimentary meal for players
served immediately after the tournament. Non-participants
may purchase a ticket for $5.00 at the door.
Also, there will be refreshments on the course.
FORMAT: Scramble/best ball, two (2) golfers per
team, six (6)
golfers per hole. Ladies division will begin on a shotgun
start at 8:30 a.m. Men's division, Including the seniors
,
will play at 1:30 p.m. with a shotgun start. Mixed teams
are acceptable and can play in the morning or afterno
on.
A seniors division is also available.
ENTRY FEZ: $25.00 per person. Cart extra.
Refreshments and
food, complimentary gifts, and morel
For more information and to register for the
tournament.
contact Tournament Coordinators, Mark Blanke
nship at (502)
753-2639 or John Williams at (502) 753-3231.
• All net proceeds of the tournament to benefit IL C. Garrott
Scholarship Fund, Max Hurt Scholarship Fttod.
and MurrayCalloway County United Way.
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Murray, Kentucky

Briefs...
Playhouse in the Park
Gourmet Cabaret
The Community Theatre's Playhouse in the Park is hosting their sixth
season of Gourmet Cabaret during the Murray Freedom Fest. The shows,
centering around patriotic themes, are being performed Saturday, July
1
and Sunday, July 2.
These entertaining productions feature good music, wit and charm
accompanied by good homemade desserts. Holly Boodworth and Pete
Lancaster are the directors.
Reservations are required to guarantee a table for each night's performance. Seating is usually sold out quickly so in order to make a reserva
tion, call 759-1752 by Wednesday, June 28.
Admission is S2 for children under 12 and $4 for adults. All proceeds
to the Community Theatre for royalities for plays, utilitie
s and
maintanence.
WSJP Gospel Sing
The "WSJP Gospel Sing" is again part of the July 4th Freedom
Fest.
This year, the well-attended sing is scheduled for Sunday afterno
on of
July 2 from 2-4 p.m. at the Murray City Park Depot. There is plenty
of
available seating for the event.
The two groups to appear are the King Sons from Murray who
are
known for their traditional gospel quartet style. The second group
is
Sam,
Wendy, Melody and Laurie Jo Parker. This singing family is
also from
Murray and is well-known and enjoyed for their selections of old
favorites, duets and solos. They have performed for churches, banquet
s,
fairs
and the Civitan Telethon.
The "Gospel Sing" is sponsored by WSJP-AM and admission is
free.

Ribeye's

(12 lb. avg.) lb. $
429
(No Charge For Cutting & Wrapping)
Small Meaty
$11
Pork Ribs
lb.
II
100% Ground 1/4 Lb.

An option...
(Cont'd from page 1)
said. "For example, I'm going to
Japan next week for the first time
since I was governor. I didn't go
before, because I thought it would
be inappropriate to visit Japan
before Gov. (Wallace) Wilkinson."
Wilkinson went to Japan in
March.
Collins is going to Tokyo at the
invitation of the Akebono Brake
Co. to take part in the company's
60th anniversary. Collins will also
assist a delegation from Louisville
that will be visiting companies in
Japan in hopes of attracting investment to Jefferson County and the
surrounding area.
Last week, Collins visited several businesses in Taiwan, also prom-
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14 lb. Box
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GIBSON HAM CO.

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
107 N. 3rd St.
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Sat.
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oting Kentucky. Collins did not
link her overseas business activities
to a possible Senate campaign, but
she did criticize state and federal
legislators for "shortsighted" positions on economic development.
"We don't have anybody, any
legislators, thinking down the road
five, 10 or 15 years from now,"
she said.
While governor, Collins was
named a defendant in the lawsuit
that resulted in the landmark state
Supreme Court ruling this month
declaring Kentucky's public school
system unconstitutional.
Collins said Wilkinson has not
asked her to participate in efforts to
revamp the school system. However, she said she would be happy to
work on education with the legislature or the governor if asked.
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Chamber...

(Cont'd from page 1)
movement.
Bush also vowed his administration would get to the bottom of
scandals at the Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
"We are going to do everything we
can to clean up any cronyism and
see that matters of that nature do
not recur," he said.
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Max Hurt Invitational
Golf Tournament, M.C. Garrott
Putting Contest
On Monday, July 3, the Murray Rotary Club is sponsoring the
1989
Max Hurt Invitational Golf Tournament. A two-person scramble,
the tournament is being held at the Murray Country Club. All proceeds
from the
tournament go to the Max Hurt Scholarship Fund, the M.C. Garrott
t Scholarship fund and the Murray-Calloway County United Way.
The women's division begins with a shotgun start at
8:30 a.m., the
men's division, including seniors, begins with a shotgun start
at 1:30 p.m.
Entry fee is $25 per person plus cart rental if desired
. Prizes are to be
awarded for every 10 place finishes (1st, 10th, etc.)
From 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., there is a putting contest on
the practice
green at the Murray Country Club for Si per putt. All
proceeds of the
putting contest go to the MSU M.C. Garrottt Scholarship
may participate in the putting contest without being Fund. Persons
in the golf
tournament.
To sign up, or for more information, call Mark Blanke
nship at
753-2633 or John Williams at 753-3231.

Bush...
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(Cont'd from page 1)
Various community and governmental leaders will be invited to
attend the program in order to get a
"good cross-representation" of city
officials, he said. Each participant
will be alloted time to discuss each
important issue.
At the conclusion of the program, a report will be submitted to
local organizations which may find
the information and suggestions
useful, Zea said.
"This is a very serious undertaking and if we are going to do it, we
need to do it right," according to
Chamber president Tommy Marshall, who said several important
things will be accomplished
through the program.
Topics certain to be on the
minds of many city residents would
be a new community/recreation
center and various road improvements including the four-laning of
the rest of Hwy. 641, Marshall
said.
Also discussed at the meeting
was the Section 89 seminar to be
held Wednesday, June 28, at Shoney's Inn; School-Business Partnership's Business After Hours
July 12, the annual Sidewalk Sale
July 28-29, the Murray Postcard
Display Show today, a community
trip to Opryland August 5, and a
night at the races at Bluegrass
Downs for Calloway County on
July 14. Plans were also made for
the membership drive to be handled by Chamber board members
and teams on July 11-12.
For more information about the
program, contact Zea at the Chamber, 753-5171.
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Tips listed for handling blackouts
By READER'S DIGEST
For The Associated Press
Power outages are more common
in warm weaLher when air conditioning use peaks and greater
demands are placed on freezers and
refrigerators.
Here are some tips to help you
handle the next blackout:
— If you live in an area where
blackouts are frequent, keep on
hand emergency supplies of bottled
water, canned and dehydrated
foods, dry snacks such as cookies
and crackers, a non-electric can
opener and a camping stove with
spare fuel.
— Store candles, matches, fresh
batteries, flashlights and a batterypowered transistor radio in an
accessible place known to all family members.
— If you receive advance warning of a storm that could disrupt
power and water supplies, fill clean
containers and bathtubs with water
for drinking, cooking, washing and
toilet flushing. (A pail of water
poured into the toilet will flush it).
Turn the refrigerator and freezer
controls to the coldest setting.

— If a blackout occurs, take
these precautions: Turn off or disconnect all motor-driven appliances
and fixtures to avoid possible damage from both inadequate power or
a sudden electrical surge when
power is restored. Turn on a transistor radio and a lamp to alert you
when service is restored.
— Keep lit candles away from
drafts, flammable objects and from
children.
— A major problem in any
blackout is keeping refrigerated
and frozen foods from going bad.
To keep spoilage and thawing to a
minimum, open the refrigerator or
freezer as seldom as possible during a blackout.
— If a freezer is full and tightly
packed and the door is kept closed,
food will stay frozen for up to 48
hours. Food in a partly filled freezer may keep for 24 hours.
— If food in the freezer does
defrost, use it within one or two
days. Never refreeze food that has
thawed out comple'ely.
— If you live in a rural area subject to periodic power failures, pre-

pare your freezer for such
emergencies:
Keep it loaded and packed tight.
Fill empty spaces with reusable ice
containers. Or fill empty milk containers about four-fifths full of
water, cap the containers loosely,
and place them in the empty
spaces.
Make sure the freezer-door
gasket forms a tight seal. Test this
by placing a dollar bill in various
spots around the perimeter of the
door. The gasket should hold the
bill snugly when the door is shut.
After the blackout, how can you
tell if your frozen or refrigerated
food has gone bad? The rule of
thumb is, "If in doubt, throw it
out." If something has an off-color
or off-odor, get rid of it. Ice cream,
sherbert, cream-filled cakes and
cooked food that have thawed
should be discarded. Uncooked
food that still has ice crystals in it
and is still cold (40 degrees or
below) can be safely refrozen.
— If you cook with electricity,
here are some suggestions for heating food when the power goes off:
A chafing dish is sufficient for

A IR

low -heat cooking.
If you have a fireplace and castiron cookware, you can cook over
an open fire.
You can cook on a camping
stove (propane or gasoline). Be
sure to follow the manufacturer's
directions and to cook outdoors in
a well-ventilated area away from
flammable objects. With a reflector
oven, also available at camping
goods stores, you can even do
some simple baking.
A charcoal grill or hibachi can
be used indoors, but only if you
place it in a fireplace with a good
updraft where the smoke and gases
will be drawn up the chimney.
Never bum charcoal in an enclosed
area. Improper Ventilation could be
fatal.

Cool Savings.

— When power is restored, wait
10 minutes before turning on lights
and appliances, one at a time.
(Need help on a home repair or
improvement project? Write Reader's Digest, P.O. Box 700, Pleasantville, NY 10570-7000. Suggestions and tips will be offered in
future columns.)
MODEL AR18NS2F
•Quiet Operation .2 Speed Cooling

Warm days ideal for exterior painting
By READERS DIGEST
For The Associated Press
The warm days of spring and fall
are ideal for exterior painting.
Work in the shade if possible.
The paint will dry better and you'll
be more comfortable. Wait for
clear, dry weather and let at least
two days pass after the last rain
Painting Sequence
Begin by laying drop cloths to
protect walks, shrubs and other
areas. Start painting the main parts
of the structure first: siding, shingles and other large areas. Then do
the trim — windows, doors, cornices and so on. Next, paint decks,
porches and patios.
Start at the top and work across
horizontal stretches. Paint gables
before painting the eavelines. Paint
dormers before painting lower sections. Use a clean drop cloth to

protect roofing that's beneath the
area you're painting.
Siding
— Clapboard siding should be
painted with a brush. Load the
brush by dipping a third to a half
of the bristle length into the paint.
Gently tap the brush on the can
sides to dislodge extra paint. Do
not wipe it against the can's edge.
— Paint the bottom edge of the
board, working the paint into the
crevice. Next, apply paint in short
strokes across the face of the siding
and spread it with smooth even
strokes. Paint an area about 3 feet
wide and five boards deep. After
one section is completed, move to
the next one and work from the dry
area toward the area just painted. If
the siding has grooves, paint them
first.
— Paint vertical siding from top
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to bottom. On flat surfaces, a roller
speeds applications.
Trim
On the eaves, brush a 2-inch
paint band to separate them from
the siding. Then finish them with a
roller. Use small brushes, 1 inch to
2Y2 inches wide for other trim.
Windows, Doors and Stairs
On windows, paint horizontal
dividers, then vertical dividers,
then the sides of the surrounding
wall trim.
On doors, begin with the panels.
Then, paint the horizontal and vertical boards. Paint across the top of
flush doors, and then down.
When painting stairs, paint alternate steps so you can use the steps
while the paint dries.
Spray Painting
Paint for spraying must be
thinned to spraying consistency and

not
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strained through a filter to remove
lumps and dirt. Spray outdoors on
a calm day. Protect surroundings
from overspray. Adjust the spray
pattern to suit the surface being
painted. Use a narrow fan pattern
for small areas and full width pattern for large areas such as walls.

17,500 BTU
24 monthly payments
of $26.45
or
$6.10 per week for 104 weeks
'WO Approved Credit APR % 18 16

gallon Glidden paint or six
single rolls of stock wallpaper.

Sale Ends
July 8
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Register For
Door Prizes!
12x12 vinyl floor or five
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Pressure
Treated!
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READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

Sale Ends 7/4/89

8 Foot
Landscape Timbers

ONLY

On The Square

Clean equipment thoroughly
after use.

Cash & Carry

753-6450

•Copper Coils

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
FREE DELIVERY!

Keep the gun about 6 to 8 inches
from the surface. Move the gun
par*Iel to the work surface and
oveA4p each stroke by one-half_

NEW SUMMER HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 7:00-5:00
Sat. 7:00-12:00

MURRAY, INC.

500 S. 4th St.
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Black's Decorating Center
701 S. 4th St.

753-0839
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PERSPECTIVE
Agree Or Not

School-reform problem
a legislative quagmire
By S.C. VANCURON
and TODD DUVALL
The question now is not whether
there will be a special legislative
session to deal with education, but
rather when that special session
will be. The Kentucky Supreme
Court made certain of that.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson says he
wants to get on with recreating the
entire state system of schools and
sees no reason why it can't be
accomplished in a special session
before the regular General Assembly session that begins in January.
Reflecting the governor's newfound flexibility, he says he's willing to be convince&otherwise.
Legislative leaders, on the other
hand, are virtually unanimous that
there is no way the court's mandate
can be accomplished by the end of
this year if it is to be done thoroughly and correctly. And. no one
in his right mind wants to throw
the most momentous piece of legislation of at least the last century
into the middle of a regular session. The horse trading that goes
on under normal conditions and the
pressures exerted by special interests and lobbyists in regular sessions are awful enough: add to that
the complexity of the school legislation, the undoubted controversy
that will surround large parts of it
and the tax increases that will have
to pay for it and you have all the
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ingredients of a political scientist's
worst nightmare.
So, most legislative leaders are
looking to a special session after
the 1990 regular session, either in
late spring or summer of next year.
A complicating factor in this idea,
however, is that the Supreme
Court's ruling becomes official and
final with the end of the 1990 regular session. That means, if the court
takes a hard line on the issue,
school buses could stop rolling by
April 15 next year and the Kentucky schools system would cease
to exist, at least legally. That's a
worst nightmare shared by legislators and educators, not to mention
parents of school-age children.
However, as long as the General
Assembly shows it is making progress and is acting responsibly in
meeting the ruling's mandate, there
is belief that the Supreme Court
will grant the legislature a reasonable extension on its time limit.
After all, the judges of the court
don't live in a vacuum and they
have to be aware of the enormous
difficulties the -General Assembly
faces. After taking its historic position that the whole schools system
is unconstitutional, the court isn't
going to want to see a recreated
system tossed into the political
quagmire that too often characterizes a regular session.
Another reason to delay a special
session is pukly political — and
entirely understandable. The 100
members of the house and half of
the Senate will be up for reelection next year, many facing
opponents in the May primaries. It
is asking a great deal of elected
officials to make controversial
decisions affecting their local
schools and to raise substantial new
tax revenues while looking over
their shoulders at opponents breathing down on them. Certainly,
many political careers will live or
die over what the General Assembly accomplishes in recreating the
schools system, but the ultimate
outcome is far too important to be
decided while the clock ticks down
to next year's primaries.
Overall, the arguments for _delaying a special session until after the
1990 regular session are convincing. If he's really listening, Gov.
Wilkinson will agree.
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A celebration of children
Anyone who grouses about the
failings of the younger generation
should have been in Murray, Kentucky, this week. Between the
Young Singers of Callanwolde,
from Atlanta, Georgia, and the
aspiring playwrights and performers who participated in the drama
workshops at Playhouse in the
Park, young 'people capably
demonstrated that the future is,
indeed, in good hands.
Led by Steve Ortlip, the Callanwolde choir produced a delicate,
ethereal sound that had the clarity
of church bells at dawn. In simple
black trousers or skirts, white
shirts, and plaid vests, these youngsters were down-to-earth boys and
girls. They did not have the easy
sophistication of kids who star in
sit-corns. Some of them, in fact,
were refreshingly awkward. There
were no outlandish hairdos, no
heavy make-up, no distracting hair
ornaments. There were even some
cowlicks, but — blessedly — no
Calvin Kleins.
The program featured sacred
songs, some of them in Latin, as
well as concert pieces, novelty
tunes, spirituals and canons. The
children's attention was riveted on
the director during each piece, and
their concentration was touching.
They held their arms strictly at
their sides. Hands accustomed to
throwing a ball or wielding a bat
did not fidget during the

Main
Street
,

By
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Alexander

performance.
Members of Murray's honor
chorus sang a song with the Callanwoldes, and that brought to the
stage a group of local children
dressed in navy blue and white.
Together, the two choirs made a
joyful — and harmonious — noise.
On Saturday and Sunday, young
playwrights had the opportunity to
perform plays they wrote during a
workshop sponsored by Murray's
Playhouse in the Park. The workshop, led by Becky Reynolds,
guided students' understanding of
such dramatic essentials as plot
points, character development, setting, and theme.
The plays were collaborative
efforts, with workshop attendees
teaming up to write the dialog.
Groups were assisted by volunteers
from the playhouse's Young
Actors' Guild; namely David
Green, Scottie Rice, and David
Weatherly.
The three plays were entitled,

"No Exit," "Cheerleading Dilemma," and "Gotcha," and each group
performed with humor, gusto, and
lots of dramatic energy.
"No Exit," which bore no
resemblance to the John Paul Sartre
play of the same name, was set in a
movie theater after the final show
of the night. Two groups of kids
decide to hide so they can stay in
the theater after hours. When the
streetlight outside — which offers
meager light to the darkened theater — goes out, both groups are
frightened.
When one girl moans, "We're
gonna die here," another replies
indignantly, "I cannot die in these
clothes!"
No one dies in "No Exit," and
the play ends happily when the two
different groups — now one —
find the exit and leave.
The setting of the second play,
"Cheerleading Dilemma," was an
old house — also at night. This
group was involved in a different
rite of passage, a cheerleading
competition.
The drama's dilemma involved a
leak: an opposing team has somehow found out the group's secret
— and winning — cheer. The girls
accuse each other of betrayal, but
once they discover their opponent's
spying mechanism, they become a
team again, determined to win in
spite of any obstacles.
"Gotcha," the third dramatic

offering of the day, took place at
Land Between the Lakes. Just as in
the other plays, there were two
separate groups of young people.
"Gotcha" featured a pack of girls
on a camping trip, as well as their
older brothers, who were on a
separate outing.
The girls decide to settle down
for the night at the campsite ususally used by their brothers, setting
the stage for another type of betrayal, the practical joke.
As they sit around the campfire,
the girls tell ghost stories, they
focus on a tale guaranteed to stop
every camper in her tracks: the
story of an escaped and armed convict — from Eddyville, where else?
— who is said to be roaming LBL.
The ending of "Gotcha" has a
humorous twist that leaves the
audience — and the performers —
laughing.
It you missed the singers, actors,
and actresses, you can still view
the work of would-be artists. An
exhibition on the upper level of the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, in the
Price-Doyle Fine Arts Building on
the Murray State University campus, features art from recent children's summer workshops. For any
adults who missed the opportunity
to see for themselves what the new
generation is coming to, the art
exhibition is on display until July
14.
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WRITE A LETTER — Letters to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's address and phone number must be included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Letters must not be more than 500 words. Longer letters cannot be
published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: Editor: The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 140, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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By JO BUi?iCEEN
Ten years ago
The new traffic signal at South
16th and Sycamore Streets will be
put in operation on June 28 by
Kentucky Department of
Highways.
Lula Belle Hodges, Ruth Caldwell, Lottise Overby and Otis
Brooks were presented gifts on
their retirement at annual breakfast
of Murray City School System.
Two Murray students attended a
Red Cross Leadership Training
Course at Lebanon Junction. They
were Susan Crass, youth chairman
for Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross, and Susan
Nall, president of Teens Who Care,
both at Murray High School.
Allen Wadkins is pictured with a
bass, weighing six pounds eight
ounces. caught while fishing in
Wildcat area of Kentucky Lake.
Twenty years ago
The Murray City Council last
night approved a request of Murray
Municipal Housing Commission to
move ahead with plans to construct
50 additional low rent housing
units.
Pfc. Charles F. Parham is serving with a helicopter unit at Chu
Lai, Vietnam.
Dr. Ronald Babb today began his
practice of dentistry in offices in
Overbey Building.
Esther Usrey and Ronnie Ford
were married June 7 at Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Popp, June
23.
Thirty years ago
Bob Wyman and Al Kipp of

Murray Division of Tappan Co.,
Today is Tuesday, June 27, the 178th day of 1989. There are 187 days
talked about expansion of the plant left in the year.
at a meeting of Murray Rotary
Today's highlight in history:
Club at Murray Woman's Club
On June 27, 1950, President Harry S. Truman ordered the Air Force
House. Verne Kyle was in charge and Navy into the Korean conflict following a call from the U.N. Security
of the program.
Council for member nations to help South Korea repel an invasion by
Marilee Easter, daughter of Mr. North Korea.
and Mrs. W.C. Easter, and graduate
On this date:
In 1844, Mormon leader Joseph Smith was killed by a mob in Carthage,
of Murray High School, has been
selected as one of 50 winners of
scholarships worth $2,000 each by
In 1957, more than 500 people were killed when Hurricane Audrey
Phillips Petroleum Co.
slammed through coastal Louisiana and Texas.
Louise Jones and Roy A. WeathIn 1963, President John F. Kennedy spent his first full day in Ireland,
erly-were married June 12 at First the land of his ancestors.
Baptist Church.
In 1973, former White House counsel John W. Dean told the Senate
Births reported at Murray Hospi- Watergate Committee about the existence of an "enemies list" kept by
tal include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. the White House.
Jackie Newberry, a boy to Mr. and
In 1977, in a 5-4 decision, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down state
Mrs. J.D. Roberts, a boy to Mr. and laws and bar association rules that had prohibited lawyers from advertisMrs. Jimmie Lamb and a boy to ing the fees they charge for routine services.,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles N. Johnson.
In 1982, the space shuttle Columbia roared off the launch pad at Cape
Forty years ago
Canaveral, Fla., carrying astronauts Thomas K. Mattingly and Henry W.
New appointments at Murray Hartsfield Jr., with the shuttle's first military and commercial payloads.
State College include Peter PanzerIn 1983, balloonists Maxie Anderson and Don Ida were killed during a
a, professor in Department of Phys- race when their helium-filled balloon crashed in a West German forest.
ical Sciences; Neale B. Mason,
In 1986, the International Court of Justice at The Hague ruled that the
assistant professor in music (cello United States had broken international law and violated the sovereignty of
and theory); Russell W. Terhune, Nicaragua by aiding the contras.
assistant professor in music
Ten years ago: In a victory for advocates of affirmative action prog(piano); Robert Sutherland, sixth rams, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled 41(goloyers could voluntarily give
grade teacher at Murray Training minority workers special treatment in—hiring, training and promotion. :
School.
Five years ago: The U.S. Supreme Court ended the National Collegiate
County Agent S.V. Foy said that Athletic Association's monopoly on controlling college football telecasts,
corn and tobacco crops had been ruling such control violated antitrust law.
hit hardest with the large amount of
One year ago: Mike Tyson retained the undisputed heavyweight crown rain. Crops have been drowned out as he knocked out Michael Spinks 91 seconds into the first round of a
in bottomlands.
championship fight in Atlantic City, N.J. Fifty-seven people were killed
Lucy Emma Lee and Charles in the collision of two trains in Paris.
Brantley Meadows were married
Today's birthdays: "Captain Kangaroo," Bob Keeshan, is 62. Opera
June 18.
singer Anna Moffo is 55.
Births reported include a girl to
Thought for today: "A little too late is much too late." — German
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Thomas Joyce, proverb.
June 22, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
By The Associated Press
Aubrey Farris, June 24.
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Coming community events are announced
Tuesday, June 27
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Youth Club Administrative
meeting will be at 7 p.m. in parlor
of First Christian Church.
Free program for women only by
Chuck Robertson of Kentucky
State Police will be at 7 p.m. at
Benton Elementary School. This
will be on "Women's Self
Defense" for rape victim services.

Alcholics Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.

Wednesday, June 28
Hazel Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School will be at 8:30 a.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Vacation Bible School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
on Murray Court Square from 8 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Violinist Scott Conklin with
Marie Taylor as pianist will present
a recital at 7:30 p.m. in Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. This is free
and open to the public.

Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice
Office, First Floor, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Wednesday, June 28

Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include mass at 7 p.m.
and installation of Woman's Guild
officers.

Open reception for Phillip Powell, artist for new postcards, will be
from 4:30 to 6 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce.

Children's Theatre Company
Workshops will be at 9:30 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. and at 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
at Playhouse in Park. For information call 759-1752.

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
in Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
753-9303.

Annual training sessions for daycare professionals will be in Room
341, Special Education Building,
Murray State University. For information call 762-3769.

Health Council of Purchase Area
Development District will meet at
5:30 p.m. at PADD office,
Mayfield.

Wrather West Kentucky Museum
will be open from 10 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.

National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Mr.

Tuesday, June 27
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce office. For information call Pamela, at home,
753-7638.

National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Celebrates second birthdal

Events at First Christian Church
will include Friendly Hands at 10
a.m.; Evangelism Committee at 12
noon; Chancel Choir reheasal at 7
p.m.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Baptist
Women, Brotherhood, RAs, GAs
and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer meeting, GAs, Youth Bible Study and
Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.

Wednesday, June 28
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Basketmaking
Workshop from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850;
Meet the Coyotes at 2:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center.
Thursday, June 29
The New Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom of Educational Building, First
United Methodist Church. For
information call Kenneth,
753-3580, Jim, 492-8733, or Mike,
753-6544.

Senior Citizens' Golf League is
scheduled at 8 a.m. at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
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Cassie Brooke Burkeen, daughter of David and Bonnie Burkeen of
Chrisney, Ind., celebrated her second birthday on May 13 at the home
of her grandmother, Louise Washam of Rt. 1, Almo. The party theme
was "Big Bird." Thirteen people were present. Cassie is also the
granddaughter of Bob and Peggy Parrish of Rt. 1, Dexter, and the
late Obid Burkeen of Almo. She is the great-granddaughter of Osro
Butterworth and Dewey Futrell of Murray.

Hospital releases report
Three newborn admisssions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, June
26, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Duncan baby girl, parents, Teresa and William, Rt. 1, Box 738,
Dexter;
Pace baby boy, parents, Kimberly and James, 100 East Sixth St.,
Benton;
Thomas baby girl, parents,
Amanda and Gregory, 190 Cunningham, Cadiz.

Dismissals
Mrs. Violet Strode and baby girl,
Rt. 6, Box 291A, Murray; Mrs.
Tammy Carter, 1012 Dunlap, Paris,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Lisa Dick and baby girl, Rt.
1, Dexter; Mrs. Deborah Breedlove
and baby girl, Box 36, Sedalia;
Larry Smith, Rt. 1, Box 234,
Farmington; Mrs. Susan Boeschel,
Rt. 1, Box 355, Murray;
Mrs. Corynne Winchester, 525
Broad St., Murray; Ivan McElwain,
Rt. 1, Hardin.

Her winnings included S500 and
an all-expense-paid trip to Savannah, Ga., in August to participate
in the national contest.
She appeared on the Midday
show on WBKO TV in Bowling
Green where she prepared her
prize-winning pie.
Mrs. Key resides ip Central City
with her husband, Robert (Bob)
Key, formerly of Murray, who
teaches at Breman School. One
son, Robert Key, is a student and
resides at_home. She has three
other children, Paul Edward, Deena and Phillip.
"Pat has put a great deal of time
and effort into perfecting her
recipe, and we wish her the best as
she competes at the national level,"
said Marion Davis, Home Economics Extension Agent for Logan
County.
Her recipe is as follows:

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.

Murray-Calloway County Swim
Team will hae a meet at Mayfield
at 8 a.m.

Children's Theatre Company

Aging Committee of Purchase
Area Development District will
meet at 5 p.m. at PADD office,
Mayfield.
Life House will have prayer time
at 12 noon at Crisis Pregnancy
Center, 1506 Chestnut St. For
information call 753-0700.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.

West Fork Baptist Church Vacation Bible School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Hazel Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School will be at 8:30 a.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be

Coconut Caramel
Cream Pie
1/3 cup creamery butter
1 seven-ounce flaked coconut
1/3 cup chopped pecans
1 pint whipping cream
1 eight-ounce package cream
cheese, softened
1 14-ounce sweetened condensed
milk
1/2 cup powdered sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 12-ounce bottle caramel ice
cream topping
2 baked and cooled 9-inch pie
shells
Melt butter in large skillet. Add
coconut and pecans. Cook until
golden brown, stirring frequently.
Set aside to cool.
Whip whipping cream to peak
perfection.
Combine cream cheese,
sweetened condensed milk, powdered sugar and vanilla. Beat until
smooth. Fold in whipped cream.
Layer 1/4 of mix. Drizzle 1/4
topping, and sprinkle 1/4 of pecancoconut mixture in each pie shed.
Repeat with remaining ingredients.
Cover and freeze until firm.
Let pie stand at room temperature five minutes before serving.
Serve on a bed of golden-toasted
cocnut, accented with a small cluster of glazed grapes or strawberries, and/or bright colored pansies.
Makes two 9-inch pies.
Preparation time approximately
35 minutes. Allow for additional
freezing time.
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Open Narcotics Anonymous
meeting will be at 7 p.m. in Parish
Center, St. Leo's Catholic Church.

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Key is named winner
of state recipe contest
Mrs. Pat Key of Central City
was the winner at the state level of
the Dairylicious Dessert Contest on
June 14 in Lexington. She won
with her recipe for Coconut Caramel Cream Pie.
A member of the Lewisburg
Homemakers Club, she won the
area contest on May 28.
She participated in the state contest winning first place and attending a reception given by the Southeast United Dairy Association held
on the campus of the University of
Kentucky.

National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Events at First Baptist Church
Health Express of Murraywill include Day Camp at 9:30
Calloway
County Hospital will be
a.m.; Bible Study at 9:45 a.m.;
Exercise Class at 10:45 am.; at Hillman Ferry Campground in
Youth Summer Supper at 6 p.m.; Land Between the Lakes from 8:30
Klaymata Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.; to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30
Prayer meeting at 6:45 p.m.; ,p.m.
Beginner's Sign Language Class at
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45
at
7 p.m. in Education Unit of
p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Summer Reading Program will
be at Calloway Public Library. For
information or to register a child
call 753-2288.

Thursday, June 29
open from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Thursday, June 29
Workshops will be from 9:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. at
Playhouse in Park. For information
call 759-1752.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850, and LBL Wildlife at 2:30 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
Legion of Mary will meet at 9:45
a.m. in Parish Center, St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out and
Day Camp for ages 7 to 9 at 9:30
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Camp Out for ages 7 to 9 at 7 p.m.

Half-pint juice box popular
CHICAGO (AP) — The halfpint juice box popular with children at snacktime tops the list of the
best food science inventions in the
last 50 years, says a food technology group.
A panel on food safety and nutrition for the Chicago-based Institute
of Food Technologists ranked better ways of canning vegetables second and the development of the
microwave oven third. The list was
announced Sunday.
The juice boxes are an example
of "aseptic" packaging, in which
liquids are heated quickly to kill
germs, then cooled and placed into
sterile, airtight containers. The
juice or milk stays fresh even if the
boxes are not kept cold.
Among the other top innovations
in the technologists' list are frozen
concentrated citrus juices, freeze
drying, frozen meals, food fortification, and improved methods of
sterilizing milk.
The group developed the list in
connection with its 50th anniversary celebration this month.
"These innovations have helped
to ensure healthier eating, while
also reducing food bills significantly," said Fergus NI. Clydesdale,
chairman of the panel that compiled the list and head of the food
science department at the University of Massachusetts.
Clydesdale said life expectanty
has increased so much since the

last century partly because of the
availability of more nutritious, s'ater food.
"We don't get the kinds of
infections from food we used to.'
he said. "That is because of the
incredible sanitition that we didn't
have before.''
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West Kentucky Surgical Associates
Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street Suite 208E
Murray, Kentucky 42071

C. C. Lowry, M.D.
announces the association of

James C. Dowdy, M.D.
July 1, 1989

General and Vascular Surgery
502-753-2444
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Chapter Charter on Thursday

MHS 1949 Class plans reunion

The American Business Women's Association will charter a new chapter in Paducah, Purchase Area Chapter, on Thursday, June 29, at 6:30
p.m. in White Oak Room, Holiday Inn, Paducah. Reservations should be
made by Wednesday, kne 28, by calling Patricia Neely, 1-443-7145.
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The Murray High School Class of 1949 will have its 40-year reunion on
Saturday, July 1, at the Executive Inn Riverfront, Paducah. All activitie
s
will be at the Executive Inn. This will include a social hour from 6
to 7
p.m. in which class members and their spouses or friends of
the 1948 and
1950 classes are invited to attend. This will give the class member
s an
opportunity to visit with other class members in the classes before
and
after 1949. For more information call Chad Stewart at 762-618
8.

Conklin recital is tonight
Violinist Scott Conklin will present a recital tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30
p.m. in Recital Hall of Doyle Fine Arts Building, Murray State
ty. He will be accompanied on the piano by Marie Taylor, a Universiprofessor in
the Music Department of Murray State University. Conklin,
son of Ray
and Liz Conklin of Murray, studies violin with Carol Dallinge
r at the University of Evansville. The recital is free and open to the
public.

Reading program at library
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Sandy Linn, program director for Calloway County Public Library,
announced that the special entertainment for the Summer Reading Program meeting this Wednesday, June 28, will be "Jabber the Clown." "Jabber," a professional clown, is originally from Chicago, Ill., and has recently moved to her new home on Kentucky Lake. "We are looking forward
to a really great show, so don't miss it," Mrs. Linn said. Registration for
Summer Reading still continues. Anyone wishing more information or to
register a child can do so by calling the library at 753-2288.

Seniors' Memphis trip Friday
Some openings are still available for the trip for senior citizens and
friends to Memphis, Tenn., on Friday, June 30, and Saturday, July 1. The
group will visit Mud Island, Chucalissa Indian Museum, and Botanic Gardens. Transportation will be by vans leaving the parking lot at North
Fourth and Walnut Streets, Murray, at 7 a.m. on Friday, and returning
Saturday, July 1, at 6 p.m. Reservations with a $10 depOsit, nonrefundable unless you can be replaced, may be made by calling Toopie
Thomas Moore, tour director for Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens, at
753-0929 or 753-8274.
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Residents of Fern Terrace Lodge will have a Ceramics' Sale on
Friday,
June 30, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the lodge, located at 1505
Stadium
View Dr., Murray. Items the residents have made in ceramic classes
lodge will be on sale. The public is urged to attend, according at the
to Lisa
Buford, activities director for the lodge.

Christian Scientist lists services
Christian Scientist Society is located at 1640 Farmer Ave., Murray.
Services are at 11 a.m. each Sunday and at 7:30 p.m. each Wednesday.
The Reading Room is open from 12 noon to 3 p.m. on Wednesday and
Saturday.

Adams receives scholarship
Chip Adams, a 1989 graduate of Murray High School, has received a
$500 scholarship from the Kentucky Journalism Foundation, an affiliate
organization of the Kentucky Press Association. He will attend Murray
State University. Seven scholarships are awarded annually to Kentucky
high school graduating seniors who will major in print journalism at a
state University-sponsored journalism school. Scholarships are renewable
for each of the following three years.

Landini receives scholarship
Leigh Landini, a 1989 graduate of Murray High School, has received a
$500 scholarship from the Kentucky Journalism Foundation, an affiliate
organization of the Kentucky Press Association. She will attend Murray
State University. Seven scholarships are awarded annually to Kentucky
high school graduating seniors who will major in print journalism at a
state university-sponsored journalism school. Scholarships are renewable
for each of the following three years.

Steffa completes training
Navy Seaman Recruit Matthew J. Steffa, son of John A. Steffa of Rt.
5,
Murray, has completed recruit training at Recruit Training Comman
d,
Orlando, Fla. During his eight-week training cycle, he studied general
military subjects designed to prepare him for further academic and on-thejob training in one of the Navy's 85 basic fields. His studies include
d
seamanship, close order drill, Naval history and first aid. Personnel who
complete this course of instruction are eligible for three hours of college
credit in physical education and hygience. A 1987 graduate of Cedar Falls
High School, Cedar Falls, Iowa, he joined the Navy in February
1989.

Evans named for base honor

216 Berger Road
Paducah, Unlucky 42003

753-3361
208 E. Main

Ceramics' sale at Fern Terrace

Air Force Senior Airman Skip A. Evans, son of Andy and Joann Evans
of 901 E. Ninth, Brookport, Ill., has been named airman of the quarter.
He
is a communications-computer systems programming specialist
with
Detachment 3, 2005th Communications Wing, Gunter Air Force Base,
Ala. The selection was based on the individual's exemplary duty performance, job knowledge, leadership qualities, significant self-improveme
nt
and other accomplishments. He is a 1984 graduate of Massac County
High School, Metropolis, Ill. His wife, Shelley, is the daughter of Donnie
D. and Barbara F. Clark of Rt. 4, Benton.

Julie Kristen Gingles born
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gingles, Rt. 1, Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Julie Kristen, weighing 10 pounds eight ounces, measuring 211/2
inches, born at 5:15 a.m. on Sunday, June 11, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have a son, Matt, 4, and another daughter, Jenny, 21/2.
The mother is the former Tammy Mullen. Grandparents are Mrs. June
Gingles of Nashville, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Daniel (Kayo) Mullen of
Paducah. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Bess Gingles of Murray, Mrs. Mary
Denicon of Paducah and Mrs. Maiami Mullen of Calvert City.
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Baseball releases damaging report on Rose
NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball's Rose's handwriting and evidenc
e
225-page report on Pete Rose provided by former Rose associpaints a picture of an obsessed ates, was entered into evidenc
e
gambler willing to bet on virtually an Ohio court last week in
and
any sporting event, including released Monday following
a lawgames played by his Cincinnati suit by the Plain Dealer
of
Reds.
Cleveland.
Rose bet $2,000 per game on the
"The testimony and the
Reds and other baseball teams dur- documentary evidence gathere
d in
ing the summer of 1987, lost the course of the investi
gation
$400,000 on baseball to one New demonstrates that Pete Rose
bet
York bookmaker in a three-month baseball, and in particular, on
on
period that season, and made 52 games of the Cincinnati Reds
Basebets on the Reds from April 8 to ball Club, during the 1985, 1986
July 5, 1987, according to the and 1987 seasons," the report said.
report by baseball investigator John
The primary evidence against
M. Dowd. If the allegations are Rose is provided by Ronald
Peters
found to be true, baseball's all-time and Paul G. Janszen, both
conhit leader could be banned from victed felons. But their
testimony is
baseball for life.
corroborated by various records
Dowd's report, based on testi- obtained during
basebal
mony, telephone records, canceled month investigation. l's threeThe report
checks, betting sheets allegedly in says that Janszen and
Thomas P.

Some late-night rummaging through the sports refriger
ator led
to the discovery of a couple of columns which still
have some
meat on the bones, so pull up a chair and I'll re-heat
these
servings, along with a small side order of speculations.
• • •
A couple of weeks ago, a column about youth league
who are too concerned about winning instead of instruct coaches
ion in
fundamentals and sportsmanship missed the mark when
.1
repeated comments from a T-Ball league coach complai
ning
about other coaches who were "playing to win."
Bill Cowan, who literally wrote the rules for the local
T-Ball
leagues, set the record straight by pointing out that T-Ba
ll teams
do not keep score, thereby making "winning" and/or "losing
"
impossible.
Cowan did, however, understand what the other 1-Ball
coach
had been referring to about pushing kids into competi
tive thinking too early in their careers, and a few parents from
older
NBA Draft day
leagues called to express their experiences with sons' or
daughters summer league coaches.
The point of the column was to encourage coaches to
not
stress the success factor in such a way as to overshadow
learning experience the leagues are supposed to provide. the
It was
not intended as a slam against those who volunteer
their time
and services for our youth leagues, and Cowan, followi
ng that
vein, noted some other problems in summer league
competition
— too many children, and they're starting too early.
"The real problem is numbers," Cowan said, noting
an obstacle is "a good problem" as opposed to not that such
having
enough participation.
Cowan recalled that, in last year's 1-Ball league, there
10 teams sharing about 180 children. Quick mathematics were
shows
us there was an average of 18 players per team; quick
logic
tells us that number is too high tu give each player an
_adequate amount of instruction and playing time.
So, Cowan said, the decision was made to expand
to 12 teams. The result? "More kids," Cowan said. the league
"We still
have 16-17 kids per team."
Another problem Cowan has noted is that there are
children who are too young to be trying to do what too many
they're
trying to do.
Children who are under kindergarten age usually
have not
developed their physical and motor skills to the level
necessary
to gain any real benefit from the coaches' instruct
ions — and,
without kindergarten experience, they also have not
developed
the social skills necessary to understand concepts
of cooperation
and team play.
"Those are the kids who are likely to be out there
playing in
the dirt, thinking they're in a playground instead
of a baseball
field," he said.
There arc two "wrongs" here, Cowan pointed out:
it's
to expect volunteer coaches to be able to keep control wrong
over and
inplant knowledge into a mob of munchkins; it's
wrong to push
kids into a sport too soon, especially when a year's
waiting may do more good than a summer of makingworth of
dirt piles
around second base.
Cowan also has a solution. "A requirement should
be that
kindergarten should be the starting point," Cowan
said, saying
such a cut-off date would not only reduce the
number
would also insure the children having that extra year s but
of physical
and emotional development.
There are already, I'm sure, parents out there saying,
"But
our four-year-old is special...(and we're certainly not
going
to
have him/her staying in the house all summer long)."
Jeff Martin, shown here speaking at Racer Basketball Camp,could be
Cowan has a solution for that, too — he propose
the first Murray State grad to be a first-round selecti
s a "pre-T"
on in the NBA
league, a developmental league that could be as simple
Draft.
as
teaching the young, young players such elementary skills
as pitching.
and catching.
• • •
Last week's column dealt with the NATA's (National Athletic
Trainers' Association) study on injuries among high school athBy BILL BARNARD
have hepatitis or any blood probAP Basketball Writer
letes competing in football, basketball or wrestling.
lems and my knee is as fine as it
It is doubtful whether anyone was surprised to find that there
can be."
NEW YORK — A few days
were more injuries in football than any of the other two sports.
Whether the bad health reports
before the NBA draft is no time for did any damage to Elliott'
What was surprising, however, was a topic addressed later in
s draft
one of the best seniors in college status is difficult to assess because
the study. While investigating basketball injuries, the study found
basketball to have questions raised the top 10 picks aren't falling into
that girls are more likely to suffer knee injuries than anything
about his health.
else, while impairment to ankles and feet is four times more
place as they have in recent years.
Sean Elliott of Arizona, winner
likely for boys than any other type of injury.
"I have no clue at all what will
of the Wooden award as the happen," Elliott said.
Girls tend to have more knee injuries for physiological reaNCAA's best player this year, saw
sons that can be counterbalanced by training techniques and/or
But the Arizona forward said
his future placed in jeopardy by is convinced that teams are no he
supportive braces, the study noted.
Ionreports that his liver was shot and ger worried about him.
Knees are weaker on females because their pelvises are wider,
he has a bad knee that would detertheir knee muscles are weaker, joint fibers are more elastic and
"I took another blood test and it
iorate in a few years.
ligaments looser, said Dr. James Montgomery, a Dallas orthopedturned out my liver was fighting
"I don't where those rumors got something in my body," he said.
ic surgeon who will serve as chief physician • for the 1192 U.S.
started, but there are no questions "But already reports and rumors
Olympic team.
about my health now," the were out that I had hepatitis or
I've believed that for a long time," Calloway County Lady
6-foot-8 Elliott said Monday on the something. But everything's fine."
Laker coach Rose Elder said of the report's findings. Elder has
eve of tonight's draft. "1 don't
had bad relations with knees throughout her career, noting that
Elliott credited his attorney, Bob
in her first year of coaching, three girls went out with careerending knee injuries.
Local youth leagues
Elder knows both sides of the coin, having played for Calloway as Rose Ross when the Lady Lakers went to the state
tournament in 1978. She believes knee injuries, among girls are
becoming more prevalent now because the game itself has
improved.
Hunt 8-1 to move into the battle.
Staff Report
"Girls are doing more things now," Elder said. "They're runMurray Ledger I. Times Sports
Christian Gullett led the attack
ning, jumping, cutting, just like the guys. But the force that is
with two singles, while Josh
Storey's and Walter's Pharmacy McKeel sturck out seven batters in
put on our knees is different."
will battle for the Kentucky League three innings of work. Josh Price
Elder said that, she has tried to combat the problem — 'which
crown Friday night, as both unde- had Dennison-Hunt's only hit.
she called an epidemic — by encouraging her players to aevefeated teams set up the title match
lop their leg strength (which is keeping in line with the sludy's
JUNIOR BABE RUTH
with wins.
recommendations). She feels that present player Cynthia Garland
Peoples Bank squeaked past
Storey's took one the easy way Hawaiian Tropic 8-7 in extra
is a sparkling endorsement of weight training for female
with a 6-0 forfeit win over J.H. innings, while Corn-Austin downed
athletes.
ehurchill, who didn't have enough Kiwannis in Junior Babe Ruth
Garland, Lady Laker fans recall, hit the court at Mayfield
players.
High School after twisting her knee.
action.
Walter's whipped Dennison"It's possible that, if Cynthia had not been as strong as she
Mitch Downey picked up the
was, the impact she took would have torn the ligaments," Elder
said.
Wimbledon
As it was, Garland did displace her kneecap and did have to
miss a good part of the season — but she did return. Elder
has seen too many players — her own as well as bttier
schools' — who haven't been so lucky.
"It's an epidemic, on every level women are playing," Elder
WIMBLEDON, England (AP) — months and 4 days old, carried on
said. "We're not just talking about sprained ankles — these • are
The stage was set for the downfall at Wimbledon Monday where he
career-ending injuries. I'll bet you couldn't talk to a girls'
of the teen-age clay-court king.
left off in the French Open at Paris
coach in this area who hasn't had a girl go down with aA switch to unfamiliar fast grass, — beating experienced professioncareer-ending knee injury."
a serve-and-volley opponent tailor- als almost twice his age.
Elder would have lost that bet, Murray High coach Jim Har. made for the surface and a first"There was a little bit more
rell said. The Lady Tigers haven't lost a player to a careerround match in the world's most pressure on me coming here, but
ending knee injury, Harrell said,:although they have had their
famous tennis arena.
then I lost last year in the mond
(Coed on page 9)
But Michael Chang, 17 years, 4 round, so I don't have a loT to

Gioiosa ran bets to Peters, a Frank"It's such a biased report it's
lin, Ohio bookmaker.
unbelievable," he said. "But we
"The evidence revealed that in
will face that because there's not a
order to protect his stature as one thing we can do about it."
of the most famous baseball playRose was granted a temporary
ers in major league history, Pete restraining order Sunday, barring
Rose employed middlemen to place Commissioner A. Bartlett Giamatbets for him with bookmakers and
ti's hearing on the gambling allegaat the raetrack and to pay gambling tions. On Monday, basebal
l's
losses and collect gambling win- lawyers appealed the decisio
n.
nings, thereby concealing his gam- Rose's answer is due Wednes
day.
bling activity," Dowd wrote.
In an April 20 desposition, Rose
Rose "admitted that he has bet was asked, "You don't
bet on
on sports events since 1975," baseball on and you
don't bet on
including NFL, NBA and college your own team."
Rose answered:
basketball games, the report said. "Absolutely."
However, Rose denied under oath
However, Dowd's report quotes
that he ever bet on baseball.
Rose associate Janszen as saying
After the Reds beat Los Angeles "within a three-month
period of
5-3 Monday night, Rose said, time, Pete Rose was
in debt over
"There's 225 pages and there's $400,000 to the bookie
in New
two paragraphs positive about Yok via Mike Bertolin
i in baseball
me."
(Cont'd on page 9)

Draft's unpredictability has
Martin's status up in the air
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Writer

NBA director of scouting Marty
Blake said. "I think he needs to get
his confidence up, and needs to
work on his ballhanding."
Grinker feels Martin is a secondround pick, but many teams at the
tail end of the first round need a
shooting guard, and that could lift
Martin into the top turn.
Teams like Seattle, Chicago,
Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles
(Cont'd on page 9)

In an exercise dominated by
unpredictability, tonight's NBA
draft has been labeled as deep and
unpredictable.
So, trying to speculate on where
Murray State's Jeff Martin may
land is hard to do, even for the
experts.
"It wouldn't suprise me if he
were picked 18th, and it woutehet
suprise me if he were picked 40th,"
Cincinnati-based sports agent and
draft expert Ron Grinker said.
"Based on the people that we've
talked to, and what we've been
hearing from teams in the last By DAVID RAMEY
week, my best estimate would be Murray Ledger & Times Sports Writer
anywhere from 15th to 27th," Mar1. Sacramento: Sean Elliott, Arizona. 6-6. fortin's agent, Kevin Scanlon of Little
ward. If Bill Russel!, under heat as the general
Rock, Ark. said.
manager, doesn't pick Elliott, he should be fired.
2. L A. Clippers: Pervis Ellison, Louisville, 6-9,
The 27th pick is the magic numforw*d. Looks great next to Danny Manning on
ber, since expansion this year has Clippers front line.
3. San Antonio. Danny Ferry, Duke, 6-10, forpushed the number of teams in the
ward. Larry Brown's prototype fits next to David
NBA to 27. This year also will Robinson_
Miami Glen Rice, Michigan, 6-7. forward.
mark the first time the draft has
The only problem is that Miami needs four more
been at night, and lasted only two picks
in the first five.
5. Charlotte J.R. Reid, North Carolina. 6-9, forrounds.
ward. The pressure will be too intense to take the
If Martin is not picked in the big fellow from Chapel Hill.
6 Chicago. Stacey King, Oklahoma, 6-10. forfirst round, he should be selected
ward. Another body to help the Bulls in the roughearly in the second. NBA teams house
Central Division.
7. Indiana: George McCloud, Florida State, 6-6,
like Martin's ability to score, but
Pacers need help in backcourt.
have some questions about his guard.
8. Dallas: Tim Hardaway. UTEP, 5-11, guard.
intensity, ballhandling and defense. llad impressive post-season. Quesuons on his size
9. Washington: Randy White, Louisiana Tech,
"The way he strokes the ball 6-8,
forward. Karl Malone, Jr. from Karl Mai-one U.
obviously is what teams like about 10. Minnesota. Tom Hammons, Georgia Tech, 6-9,
Type of rugged, consistent player Bill
him," Grinker said. "But I don't forward.
Musselman likes.
Orlando:
11.
Michael Smith, BYU, 6-10. forward.
think he had the post-season he
Versatile player who will help expansion club.
would have liked to have had."
"He's a very good shooter," (Cont'd on page 9)

First round
predictions

Elliott refutes questions about his health

Ai

Woolf, with informing NBA teams
that his health is good.
"(He) has put out the word from
doctors and put the damage under
control," Elliott said. "I don't
know if the rumors have stopped,
but I think all the teams have gotten the word."
Danny Ferry, another prospective No. I pick, said he saw too
many drafts in his younger days to
feel confident his future will be
settled by tonight.
"The last few weeks have taken
a long time and I'd like to know
where I'm going to be," Ferry
said. "But I know that draft day is
traditionally a crazy day. I've seen
so many things happen. I could end
up with almost any team."

SEAN ELLIOTT

Kentucky League set for battle of unbeatens
pitching win in the eight inning Kiwannis batters. Thomas .Carey
affair, while Chris Neal tripled, and
had a triple and a single7s—hv ile
Scott Downing had two singles for Denart tripled, Danny Gibson
Peoples.
doulbed and Michael Carr had two
Jeremy Grogan had four hits, hits for Corn-Austin.
including a double and triple to
Jeremy Lattimer's two hits,
lead Hawaiian Tropic. Casey including a double, and doubles
McNutt had two hits including a from Michael Lovett and Ken Cardouble, and Jim Kelly had two hits, mode paced Kiwannis.
and Chris Bailey doubled for HT.
LITTLE LEAGUE
Corn -Austin was led by the
Paglial's beat Hawaiian Tropic
pitching of Billy lack Haskins and
10-4, and Hutson Company edged
Lucas Denhart, who struck out nine (Cont'd on page 9)

Chang answers critics with first round win
lose," Gikang said after beating Bill
Scanlon 6-4, 6-3, 2-6, 6-3. "People
don't expect me to do well here."
Nobody expected Chang, a softspoken and devout Christian from
Placentia, Calif., to win the French
Open two weeks ago, either. But he
became the first American to take
the title in 34 years and the

youngest men's champion of a
Grand Slam tournament.
Scanlon, a 32-year-old who
reached the quarterfinals here in
1979 hut had to qualify this year,
said he understood how Chang did
it.
"He's a polite young man but
(Cont'd OM page 9)

Tr,
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In the majors

ST. LOUIS (AP) -- Dickie Thon singled with the bases-loaded to cap a
three- run, ninth-inning rally as the Philadelphia Phillics defeated the St.
Louis Cardinals 5-4 Monday night.
Randy Ready hit a two-run double off the top of the left-field wall to
tie the score 4-4. Ricky Jordan drew an intentional walk before Thon
singled up the middle off Todd Worrell, 1-2, to score the game-winning
run.
The ictory was only the Phillies' second in their last seven games and
snapped .a three-game losing streak.
Jeff Parrett. 4-2, gave up one hit in two innings for the victory, and
Roger McDowell worked the ninth for his fifth save.
Lenny Dykstra went 3-for-5, raising his average against St. Louis this
season to .500.
Starter Ken Hill allowed four hits in six innings, went 2-for-2 and
drov9 in a run for the Cardinals.
Hill put the Cardinals ahead 2-1 with an RBI double in the fifth, when
St. Louis scored all of its runs. Hill also got an infield single in the third
as he raised his batting average to .258.
Jose Oquendo had a two-run double for only his second multiplc-RBI
game of the season and Milt Thompson had a run-scoring triple off starter
Bruce Ruffin. in the rally as 10 Cardinals batted.
Hill walked four, hit a batter and had two wild pitches, but worked out
of jams in the first and fourth and benefited from two double plays.
Ruffin, who entered the game with a 9.74 earned-run average, retired

Actions&
Reactions

12 of the first 13 batters before the fifth.
Tom Brunansky led off with a single and scored on Thompson's oneout triple and Tony Pena was walked intentionally before Hill doubled.
Oquendo doubled with two outs for two more runs.
John Kruk had a run-scoring single in the third for the Phillies.
Ready hit a pinch double in the eighth and scored on Jordan's single to
make it 4-2.

Local

that."
Puckett hopes his spark can be
fanned into a flame for the Twins.
"This is only one game," said
Puckett, who earlier drove in two
runs with a triple and single.
"Tomorrow is another day. A win
is a win. We're just lucky to get
this one.
"We've been a battling club all
year," Puckett said. "We are just
trying to keep our heads above
water. Now we hope that things
can get going for us. We can't worry about Oakland."
The Athletics have the best
record in the American League, but
are at their worst in extra innings.
The loss Monday night dropped
their record in extra-inning games
to 0-6.
"It's frustrating to lose whether
you go 81/2 innings or into the
10th," Oakland manager Tony La
Russa said.
The Athletics made it 3-3 with a
run in the ninth, missing a chance
for more runs by leaving the bases
loaded.
Given a reprieve, Minnesota
came back for its 12th victory in
17 games: ''''''''
Puckett's home run was his fifth
of the season. Todd Burns, 4-2, had
not allowed a home run in 56
innings this season.
"I tried to be a little too fine
with the pitch and he drove it,"
Burns said. "You make that pitch
10 times and half the time they are
going to pop it up."
Jeff Reardon, 2-2, who gave up
the Athletics' run in the ninth,
pitched a perfect 10th inning for
the victory.
In the only other AL action,
Cleveland beat Texas 4-3. Seattle's
game at Kansas City was rained
out.
Elsewhere in the National
League, it was Montreal 5, New
York 1; Pittsburgh 2, Chicago 1;
San Francisco 4, Houston 3, and
Philadelphia 5, St. Louis 4.
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NBA Draft

'MURRAY STATE - MSU Racer basketball fans who wish to
view the NBA collegiate draft tonight have a private and a public
option. The private option is, for those with cable television, to
watch the draft on WTBS beginning at 7 p.m.
Those wishing to share in the public excitement of watching
MSU great Jeff Martin's selection by a pro team may join other
Racer fans and MSU officials in The Stables, located inside the
Curris Center, to view the draft on wide-screen TV.
Martin himself will choose the private option, MSU Sports Information Director Craig Bohnert said, noting that Martin wishes to
spend his last evening as an amateur athlete with his immediate
family and friends.
Martin, Murray State's all-time leading scorer and the leading
collegiate scorer in the state of Kentucky, is expected to be a
first-round draft choice.

Puckett's homer beats A's
Compiled From AP Reports
While the Cincinnati Reds were
playing under a cloud of suspicion
in the National League, Minnesota
Twins manager Tom Kelly showered praise on Kirby Puckett, who
once again showed his ability to
make the big play when it counted
the most.
"Kirby Puckett is a remarkable
player," Kelly said after Puckett
hit a solo home run with two outs
in the 10th inning Monday night,
lifting the Twins to a 4-3 victory
over the Oakland Athletics.
"Most of the time when he
swings the bat something good
happens, and it did tonight," Kelly
said.
Something good happened on the
field for the Reds, who were playing under the cloud caused the by
the public release of a report alleging their manager bet extensively
on baseball (see related story). Bo
Diaz hit a two-run homer in the
seventh inning at Cincinnati as the
Reds rallied to beat Los Angeles
5-3 Monday night.
The victory gave the Reds something to celebrate after two lopsided 'losses to Los Angeles and
Rose's continuing troubles over
betting allegations.
"I played that game (as manager) like it was a World Series
game tonight," Rose said. "I
didn't want to lose that game.
"The atmosphere wasn't really
good in our dugout after we had
not scored in the 20-plus innings,"
Rose said. "We needed the win
tonight. We needed a spark and got
it from Jethro (Paul O'Neill) and
then again from Bo (Diaz)."
Diaz hi1 a tiebreaking, two-run
homer in the seventh inning off
Tim Belcher, 4-7. Diaz, batting
.186, had not homered since last
Aug. 16.
"He can get on a tear and hit
some home runs," Rose said.
-Tonight's a start, isn't it? We
needed a spark from someone like

131

Local

Tae Kwon Do

'MAYFIELD - Mayfield 12-year-old Krissi Ver Wey picked up a
bronze medal in sparring during the Tae Kwon Do Junior Olympics
in Rochester, Minn. Ver Wey, competing in the 12-14 age, 0-89
lb. division, was one of approximately 4,000 competitors in the
Junior Olympic category. She also competed in forms, but the
outcome of that competition was not yet known. Ver Wey trains
the Murray Tae Kwon Do Center under black belt Tung C. Dinh.at

Hockey

Ch

'EAST RUTHERFORD. N.J. - After years of negotiations with
Soviet authorities, the New Jersey Devils announced the signing of
Viacheslav Fetisov and Sergei Starikov, two Soviet Olympians considered among the world's premier defensemen.

(Cont'd
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Baseball
'NEW YORK - Julio Franco of Texas. the American
leading hitter, has narrowed the gap on the New York League's
Steve Sax in the race for the starting berth at second Yankees'
All-Star Game at Anaheim on July 11. Sax, with a .315base at the
and 25 runs batted in, has 426,381 votes to 419,336 for average
who is batting .342 with 59 RBIs, second in the league. Franco,
Outfielder Bo Jackson of Kansas City continues to lead all AL
players with 868,759 votes with Kirby Puckett of Minnesota
and
Jose Canseco of Oakland holding the second and third spots.
Canseco has not played a game because of a wrist injury.
Other position leaders, unchanged from last week, are
man Mark McGwire of Oakland. shortstop Cal Ripken of first baseBaltimore,
third baseman Wade Boggs of Boston and Oakland catcher
Terry
Steinbach.

Horse racing
'HASTINGS, Neb. - A 38-year-old jockey died at Mary Lanning
Hospital from injuries sustaiined during weekend quarter horse
racing at Queen City Downs. Stanley Wolfe, who was aboard
Ucountican in the 660-yard eighth race Sunday, was injured when he
was thrown into the inside rail. He underwent surgery for internal
injuries, but died early in the morning.
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This Year's Biggest

Sale
We always have you covered at CornAustin and we stand by our customers!
Our Everyday S.O.P. (Standard Operating
Procedure):
* Price Guarantees - We Will Match Any
Price On Same Merchandise
* 100% Money Back Guarantee
* In Store Alterations

June 28-July 31
Men's

Men s

Belts

,

Great Selections

Men's

Chaps® Ralph Lauren
Liz Claiboume® for men
Alexander Julian®
& more

Sports Wear

Now

50% on
Mer s

All

1/2 Price

Shoes

Men's
Large Group

Casual Trousers

Knit Shirts

Dexter, Fiorsheirn &
Hush Puppy

Hundreds
to choose from

Solids & Patterns

As Low As

Values of 39.00 & less
All

10.00 each

Men's

Men's

"Our entire selection'

,4

Solids, Plaids & Stripes
All Now
As Low As

1/2 Price
Young Mans

Betts

9.00 each
Young

Men's

Jeans
Pepe, Code Bleu, Bugle
Boy

Al

Dress Shirts
Oxfords & Stnpes
All

1/2 Price
As Low As

9.00 each
Young Men's

Denim
Shorts

disimiiiiiii•Nio.----.........4
Young Men's

i
0
•
(
i

T-Shirts
50% off
LoweacAs As

: 6
.h
99

As Low As
17.99 each
Young Ian's

Casusi w.
50% ot

8.99 each

Suits & Sport Coats
Dress Pants
Berle, Corbin, Higgins
& More
NI

1/2 Price
Young Men's

Casual Pants
Bugle Boy, Geneffa &
More

Our largest selection
ever!
Haggar, Dior, Corbin
& More
All

1/2 Price
Young Men's

Knit Shirts

1/2 Price

As Low As

As Low As

17.00 seal

Now Starting At

11.99 each

8.99 seal

Young Men's

Generra®, Paz_zo®
& More

Young Men al

50% off

Young Men's

Shorts
Tank Tops
1/2 Price

Sports Wear
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Baseball releases ...
(Cont'd from page 7)
betting alone." Bertolini is a Rose
associate whom the report says
placed bets with a Staten Island,
N.Y., bookmaker identified only as
Val.
Janszen, who recently completed
a four-month sentence in a halfway
house following his guilty plea to
charges of falsifying his 1985 federal income tax, claims he is still
owed money by Rose.
On Jan. 20, a month before baseball began its investigation, Janszen wrote to Rose's lawyer,
Reuven J. Katz, about the Reds
manager, saying, "It's time for him
to take some responsibility for his
actions and if need be get some
professional help along the way
before he has nothing left."
In the letter, Janszen claimed his
relationship with Rose deteriorated.
"Because I covered for him with
his wife, while he was sleeping his
way around town, she no longer
wanted me in their house. ... Carol
doesn't have the guts to leave him,
so she has to blame his friends for
his disgusting behavior."
Rose claimed a $34,000 check to
Giosioa was to pay for bets he
made on the 1987 Super Bowl and
the 1987 NCAA basketball tournament. However, the 1987 NCAA
tournament did not begin until

March 12, the date the check was
written.
"That's when I quit betting,"
Rose said in his deposition.
"Because he (Gioiosa) called me
up and said this guy was going to
burn down my house and break my
kid's legs if I didn't pay him."
Rose told Dowd that he didn't
think much of bookmakers.
"See, what you have to realize,
John, and you probably don't, I
know you don't, but the majority
of bookmakers are crybabies. You
know, they could have the biggest
weekend in the world and they're
always complaining about they
lose."
Janszen and his girlfriend, Danita Marcum, testified in the report
that they placed bets on the Reds
and other baseball games for Rose
with Peters from mid-May 1987 to
July 14, 1987.
"He bet on ...?" Dowd quotes
himself asking Janszen.
"Baseball, only baseball," Janszen answered.
"Including the Reds?" Dowd
asked.
"Yes, sir, every game," Janszen
said.
Dowd's report said that, according to Janszen, Rose told Reds
assistant clubhouse manager Mark
Stowe this spring that he was betting through Janszen.

Rose won with Yankees,
but lost with Phillies
NEW YORK (AP)- Pete Rose won with
lost a lot with Philadelphia and never bet on the New York Yankees,
Montreal, according to a
report on his alleged gambling.
The 225-page report, prepared by investi
gator John Dowd for commissioner A. Bartlett Giamatti and released
game details on Rose's alleged betting for theMonday, gave game-byfirst month of the 1987
season.
Rose won 228 wagers and lost 184 from
bets with various bookmakers, the report April 8-July 5, 1987, in
said.
Rose bet 52 times on his Cincinnati Reds
and won 29 of them, it
said. Of the 27 bets on the Reds that were
detaile
d, Rose won 15 but lost a total of $4,200 because of the
odds.
Specifics on which team Rose bet and how much
he won or lost are
given only for games through May 12,
1987.
His standard bet was S2,000, although he lost
the New York Mets on April 12, the report as much as $4,800 on
said. In that game, the
defending World Series champion Mets lost
the Braves were helped that day by a routinto last-place Atlanta 12-4;
e fly ball that hit a dove
and fell for a double.
Rose enjoyed his most frequent success betting
on the Yankees,
according to Dowd's evidence. He was 8-4 with
the
Yankee
s, and also
bet 12 times on Atlanta (6-6) and Detroi
t (5-7).
Rose won often with Toronto (7-3) and Milwa
ukee (6-3), the report
said.
Philadelphia, where Rose played for five
Rose won just two bets on the Phillies seasons, did not do so well.
and lost seven, according to
evidence.
The Montreal Expos, another team on which
only club that Rose did not bet on, the report Rose played, were the
just once each on Cleveland, Texas and San showed. Rose also bet
Francisco and lost every
time, it said.
Rose's most active day during that period was
June 9 when he won
six bets and lost five. That included a S2,000
bet
on the Reds he lost,
the report said.

Chang answers ...
(Cont'd from page 7)
when he goes on court he's going
to do everything he can to beat
you," Scanlon said. "You don't
win the French Open easily."
Chang, the No. 9 seed, was
joined in the second round by nine
other men's seeds, including the
player he upset in the fourth round
at Paris, Ivan Lendl, and the man
he beat for the title, Stefan Edberg.
Lendl, the top seed despite his
barren record at Wimbledon,
almost was on the end of a firstround upset as he ground out a
five-set victory over Venezuela's
Nicolas Pereira, last year's world
junior champion.
"I always have a hard time getting my rhythm but today was
especially difficult," Lendl said
after a 7-6, 4-6, 6-3, 6-7, 6-1 victory. "I didn't really break a sweat
until the fifth set because there
were no rallies."
Edberg, the defending men's
champion, hardly perspired either

as his smooth serve-and-volley
game was too hot for Canadian
Chris Pridham. Edberg, in the
opposite half of the draw to Lendl
and two-time champion Boris
Becker, won 6-3, 6-4, 6-1 in the
day's sun-splashed opening Centre
Court match.
Becker, the bookmakers' favo-

rite, also won in straight sets over
American qtylifier Bryan Shelton,
while Jin-luny Connors, in his 18th
Wimbledon at 36 years old, started .
with a four-set Victory over 'Andrei
Cherkasov of the Soviet Union.
Also advancing were No. 4 Mats
Wilander of Sweden, No. 7 Miloslay Mecir of Czechoslovakia, No.

Kentucky League ...
(Cont'd from page 7)
and Ryan Clark singled for WKI.
West Kentucky Insurance 9-8 in Waller and John Bennett struck out
Little League play Monday.
seven while throwing a five-hitter.
Raymond Duvall was truce-torUPPER DIVISION SOFTBALL
three with a double, and Shane
Moose Lodge got revenge over
Schroader doubled to pace Pag- Allison's Photography despite a big
lial's, which took advantage of 13 night from Stephanie Vanover in a
walks to post the win. Jason Gro- 14-11 win, while Cain's Jeep
gan threw a three-hitter for Pag- whipped Physical Medical Services
lial's. Jay Herndon's double led 16-1 in Upper Division softball.
Hawaiian Tropic.
Moose had been unbeaten until a
Scott Earwood tripled and loss to Allison's over the weekend.
doubled, and combined with John This time, Stacie Williams had four
Key to throw a two-hitter and hits including a homer to lead the
strike out eight to lead the Hutson Moose. Amy Ford had two hits
Company. Sean Waller doubled, includinga homer, and Christine

Draft's unpredictability ...
(Cont'd from page 7)
(Lakers) and Phoenix, all drafting
late in the first round, have contacted Scanlon, who also admits to
have talked to at least one team in
the 8th-through-15th slots.
George McCloud of Florida
State is generally considered the
top shooting guard available. A
former forward and point guard,
McCloud has great speed, excellent
shooting ability, and is probably
the best passer in the draft.
That's where the consensus ends.
Roy Marble of Iowa had a solid
post-season, but many questions
remain over his bout with substance abuse last summer. Marble
was MVP of the Orlando Classic.
Byron Irvin of Missouri is a
streaky shooter, but makes a lot of
mental mistakes out on the floor.
Todd Lichti of Stanford reminds
some of John Havlicek, but didn't

First ...
(Cont'd from page 7)
12. New Jersey: Sherman Douglass. Syracuse, 5-11,
guard. Flashy player who Nets need to run the
offense.
13. Boston: Roy Marble, Iowa, 6-6, guard. Will fit
nicely in backcourt with Brian Shaw and Reggie
Lewis.
14. Golden State: Gary Leonard, Missoun, 7-1, center. With Soviet star in the fold, Don Nelson can
handle another project.
15. Denver: Mookie Blaylock. Oklahoma, 6-1,
guard. Denver needs some speed in backcourt.
16. Golden State: Michael Ainsley, Alabama, 6-7,
forward. Super-athlete, Paul Pressey-type to fit into
Nelson); system.
17. Seattle! Pooh Richardson, UCLA, 6-1, guard. A
lot of questions, but a lot of talent
18. Seattle: Jeff Martin, Murray State, 6-6, guard.
Bernie Bickerstaff has been calling Steve Newton a
lot recently. Martin could be Dale Elks' back-up
next year.
19. Philadelphia - Nick Anderson, Illinois, 6-6, forward. Philly needs help next to Barkley
20. Chicago, B.J. Armstrong, Iowa, 6-2, guard
Next victim in Windy City's continuing search for a
point guard.
21 Utah. Todd Lichti, Stanford, 6-4, guard
Unflashy steady player that Utah likes.
2.2 Portland: Kenny Battle, 6-6, forward. hunt star
would be a hit in Pacific Northwest.
23 Atlanta: Chucky Brown, 6-c N.C. State, forward. Brown must develop
eta game for
NBA.
24 Phoenix: Ricky Blanton, 6-1, LSk,f,' forwarlIN
Most underrated player in country The guy
winner.
25. Cleveland: Byron Irvin, 6-6, Missouri, guard.
Cleveland's thinking about moving Ron Harper.
26 Los Angeles Laken: Jay Edwards, 6-4, Indiana,
guard Gamble, but Lakers need backcourt depth
27 Detnot. Ed llorton, Iowa, 6-8.'1n/ward Rugged
inside player that Pistons need now that Rick
Mahorn is gone.
• • •
Five tzars most likely to pick Jeff Martin and
why
Sammie: Need help in backcourt, interns% has bean
quiet, but that's their reputation, and that's the way
Martin plays.
Chicago Has expressed a lot of interest.
Phoenix - Need some speed to go with Kevin
Johnson
Cleveland. Wayne Embry likes Martin and is
looking for guard help.
Milwaukee-. No rust round pick, but third pick in
second round Desperate for guard help

12 Amos Mansdorf of Israel, No.
13 Aaron Krickstein of the United
States and No. 15 Mikael Pernfors
of. Sw.Pcten,,,,,,,
Four women's seeds - No. 6
Helena Sukova, No. 9 Natalia
Zvereva, No. 11 Monica Seles and
No. 15 Lori McNeil - reached the
second round.

have a great senior year after a
stint on the 1988 Olympic team.
Jay Edwards, leaving Indiana
after his sophomore season, is considered quite talented, but his offcourt problems have put a cloud on
his stock.
If Martin goes in the first round,
it will mark the first time a Murray
State player has ever been a firstround pick, and the first year
brothers have been first-round draft

choices in two different sports.
Wayne Martin, Jeff's older brother
and an Arkansas All-American at
defensive end, was selected by the
New Orleans Saints in the opening
round of the NFL draft.
Scanlon said he feels good about
Martin's chances in the first round,
but admits it's hard to forecast.
"We feel real good about it, but
you don't know what's going to
happen."

Sports Wrangler •••
(Cont'd from page 7)
share of sprained ligaments and twisted tendons that sideli
ned
players for long periods of time.
"We've been lucky," Harrell said. He also noted that,
for the
most part, Murray High's female basketball players also partici
pate in other sports, which helps improve their leg strength.
"They're usually pretty well-conditioned athletes," he said.
Harrell agreed with Elder's assessment that the change in
playing style may have led to the increase of knee injurie
s
among girls - "I've noticed it in the past two-three years
more
than ever before" - but also pointed out that, just like collisions are part of the inherent nature of football, twists and
pivots are an integral part of basketball.
"I imagine it's just the way you hit it sometimes," Elwel
l
said of a player's chance of injury. "Still, it can't hurt
you to
be a well-conditioned athlete."
• • •
Speculations:
Be ready to say goodbye to Willie McGee, Cardinal
fans, and
say hello to Toronto lefthander John Cerutti. Somet
ime before
the Sept. 1 roster deadline, St. Louis manager Whitey
Herzog
will make Milt Thompson his permanent centerfielder
and trade
McGee to the artificial-turf Toronto dome for Blue Jay
lefthander Cerutti.t.
...color Jeff Martin green after tonight's NBA draft.
Not green
as in the color of money (although we hope he sticks
it to
some NBA team's financial statement), but green as
in the uniforms of Boston Celtics (13th pick in the first round)
, the Seattle SuperSonics (18th and 19th first-round choices) or Milwa
ukee
Bucks (third pick in the second round)...
...if Milwaukee, Martin might find himself teamed up
with
some short kid from Dyersburg, Tenn. Don Mann, the
other
half
of MSU's "M and M Boys," is currently testing the
free agent
waters in Wisconsin.

coRn-ausTinis
Fabulous Clearance Sale
Starts

Wednesday, June 28 at 9 a.m.!!!

Carmode, algid Christie Darnell each
tripled for the Moose.
Vanover hit for the cycle for
Allison's, while Dina Fazi had
three hits including two doulbes,
and Amy Lamb had two doubles.
Valerie Shelton's tripled paced
Cain's past Physical Medical.
PARK LEAGUE
Hodge Tax Service downed
Mountain Valley Water 11-9 in
Park League action Monday.
Chris Ringstaff led the way for
Hodge with a homer, double and
single. Jeremy King singled,
doubled and tripled, while Chris
Jones homered and singled. Jeremy
Smith had three hits, while Austin
Williams, John Hodge, and Matt
Yerzerski each singled and doubled
for Hodge.
Kyle Robinson singled, doubled,
and homered for Mountain Valley
Water. Wesley Smith had three hits
including a double, while Eric Villafor had three hits including a
triple. Austin Wyatt doulbed twice,
and John Gorell and Bradley Marvin each had two singles for Mountain Valley Water.
In a previously unreported contest, West Main Chevron edged
Mountain Valley Water 11-10.
Kyle Warren's double in the bottom of the fifth won the contest for
West Main. Andrew Balzer homered and singled and Ryan Scay also
homered for West Main. Chris
Jones doubled and singled, while
Joey O'Donnell tripled and singled,
and Jeoy Darnall and Jeremy Sorrells each singled twice for West
Main.
Wesley Smith and Austin Wyatt
each had three hits for Mountain
Valley Water, while Daniel Dunn
and Cliff Darnell singled twice for
Mountain Valley. Rohit Tandon
doubled and Eric Villafor tripled.
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SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"You more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

411
David King

Batomorts
Now York
Toronto
Boston
Cleveland
141waukee
Detron
Oakland
Caitornia
Kansas City
Texas
Minnesota
Seattle
Chicago

Montreal
New York
Chicago
St Louis
Pinsburgh
Philadelphia
San Francisco
Houston
Cincinnati
Los Angeles
San Diego
Atlanta
2-denotes fist garre was a win

753-8355

AMERICAN LEAGUE
E•st Gramem
W L Pct
GB L10 Streak Horne Away
41 31 569 2-7-3 Lost 3 20 16 21-15
36 37 493
54 24-4 Won 2 17-1819-19
36 38 486
6
2-7-6 Lost 2 16-18 18-20
34 37 479
64 2-5-5 Lost 1 18-19 16-11
35 39 473
7
z-5-5 Won 1 17-17 16-22
35 40 467
TA
4-6 Won 1 20-20 15-20
27 45 375 14
z-37 Lost 2 15-20 12 25
West Division
W L Pct
GB L10 Streak Home Away
46 30 605 4-6 Lost t 27-1219-18
42 30 583
2
2-6-4 Won 3 24-16 18-14
42 31 575
z-4-6 Lost 2 26-10 16-21
41 33 554
4
5-5 Lost 1 22-1519-18
38 37 507
74 2-7-3 Won 2 11-1820-19
34 41 453
ti!, 2.4-6 Won 2 20-19 14-22
29 47 382
17
5-5 Lost 1 11-25 18 22
...
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct
GB L10 Streak Horne Away
41 34 547 2-6-4 Won 4 21 15 20-19
39 33 542
4 2-7-3 Lost 1 24.12 15-21
40 34 541
4
5-5 Lost 4 18 19 22-15
36 36 500
3
1-44 Lost 3 19-18 17-18
30 41 423
9
5-5 Won 3 17-191322
25 46 352 14
3-7 Won 1 14-20 11-26
West Division
L Pct
GB Lb O Streak Home Away
46 29 613 8-2 Won 1 26-1220-17
42 33 560
4
2-5-5 Lost 1 20-19 22 14
40 34 541
54 2-4-6 Won 1 21.15 19-19
37 37 500
8,4
4-6 Lost 1 21-15 16-22
16 40 474 104 2-5-5 Won 1 19-19 17-21
29 44 397 16
2-5-5 Lost 4 17-21 12-23

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Mondaye Games
Minnesota 4, Oakland 3, 10 innings
Cleveland 4. Texas 3
Seattle at Kansas City, pod , rain
CO: games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Toronto (Flanagan 4-5) at Baltimore (Tibbs 4 C!
635 pm
Calfornia (Blyleven 7-2) at Cleveland (Black 6-7i,
6 35 p m
New York (..1 Jones 2-i) at Detrott IGibson 2-4
6 35 p m
Oakland (Ael Young 0-1) at Minnesota fR Smith 4-3J,
7 05 p m
-ems (K Brown 6-4) at Chicago (Hibbard 0-1), 730
m
Boston (Clemens 8-5) at Milwaukee (August 6-71.
730 p m
Seattle (Holman 1-21 at Kantas 'City Iffiiiind 1-1)^.
7.35 pm
Wedneeday's Games
Toronto at Baltimore. 635 p m
Cailornia at Cleveland, 6'35 p m.
New York at Detroit. 635 p m.
Oakland at kAnnesota. 7 05 p m.
Texas at Chicago, 730 pm
Boston at Nliwaukee. 730 p.m.
Seattle at Kansas City, 7.35 p.m

TODAY'S MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (220 at bats)-Sterra Texas, 342
Franco, Texas, 341, Lansford. Oakland, 337
Pucken, PAnnesota, 336, Baines, Chicago. 328,
Boggs, Boston. .328
RUNS-Sierra. Texas, 52; McGntf, Toronto, 49
Palmer°. Texas, 48, BJeckson, Kansas City, 47,
Boggs, Boston, 47, Gladden. Minnesota. 47
RBI-Sierra. Texas, 61, Franco Texas, 59,
Gam, Minnesota, 54, Leonard, Seattle, 51, Mattingly, New York, 49
)4ITS-Pudien. lAnnesota, 101 Sierra. Texas
101, Gallagher. Chicago. 94, Sax, New York, 93
Franco, Texas, 92
DOUBLES-Pucken, Minnesota, 26, Siena. Texas. 26, Boggs. Boston. 21, Reed. Boston, 20, Lansford, Oakland. 18, Palmeiro, Texas, 18
TRIPLES-DWhite. California. 8, Sierra, Texas,
8, Boggs„ Boston, 6, PBradley, Baltimore, 6, Reynolds, Seattle. 6
HOME RUNS-Deer, Milwaukee, 20. BJacitson,
Kansas City, 17, Tenieton. Baltimore, 17, Gaetti,
kannesola, 15, McGriff. Toronto, 15, McGenre, Oakland. 15, Whitaker. Detroit, 15
STOLEN BASES-RHenderson, Oakland, 28
Espy. Texas, 26, DWhite, California, 24, laJackson.
Kansas City, 20, pollen, Chicago. 20

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Monday's' Games
Cincinnati 5. Los Angeles 3
Montreal 5 Montreal 1
Pittsburgh 2. Chicago 1
Philadelphla 5, 51 Louis 4
San Francisco 4, Houston 3
Only games scheduled
Tuesdey's Games
Pittsburgh (Kramer 1-4) at Chicago (Sutcliffe 9-4).
120 pm
Atlanta (Smottz 9-5) at Cincinnati (Scudder 1-1).
6.35 p m
New York (Cone 4-51 at Montreal (B Smith 7-3).
6.35 p.m
San Francisco (LaCoss 3-5) at Houston (Clancy
5-5), 735 p m
Phitadelphia (COok .2-0).at, St Louts ,(Dek.eon 8-6), „
/35 i)rn.
San Diego (Hurst 6-5) at LOS Angeles (Tudor 0-0).
935 p m
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh at Chicago, 1 20 psi
San Francisco at Houston, 1.35 p m
New York at Montreal. 6 05 p m
Atlanta at Cinannan. 6 35 p m
Prxiedephia at St Louis. 7 35 p
San Diego at Los Angeies, 935 pm

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (220 at bats)-Larkin. Cinannalt, 363
San Diego, 358, WCIark. San Francisco,
342. Guerrero. St Louis. 306, Mitchell, San Francisco, 298
RuNS-RThorripson, San Francisco. 54. WCIark
San Francisco, 53, Mitchell, San Francisco, 50,
HJOhnson, New York. 48; Bonds. Pittsburgh. 47,
GDavis, Houston, 47, TGwynn. San Diego, 47
R8i-Mtchell, San Francisco. 70, WCtadt. San
Francisco, 55, ONeill Cincinnati, 50: Guerrero, St
Louis, 48, 4 are tied with 45
HITS-TGwynn. San Diego, 106; Larkin, Cocin•
nan. 97. WCIark, San Francisco. 92. Randolph, Los
Angeles, 83, Mitchell. San Francisco. 81.
DOUBLES-Guerrero. St. Louis, 22, Wallach,
Montreal. a Raines. Montreal, 21, Bonds. Pittsburgh,
Mitct
i.:11. San .
asco,20
San Francisco 8 Coleman. St Lou's, 5, Raines, Montreal, 5, Roberts.
San Diego. 5. TGwynn. San Diego 5, WCIark, San
Francisco, 5.
HOME RUNS-Mitchell. San Francisco. 25,
i-(Johnson, New York. 19, GDavis, Houston, 16
S!rawberry, New York, 15 VHayes, Philadelphia
13, wCiark. San Francisco. 13
STOLEN BASES-Coleman. St Louis, 34
Young, Houston. 27, ()Nixon, Montreal, 22,
TGifyr,n, San Diego, 22 Raines, Montreal, 18
Gwynn.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

T
TRUCKS
.

a.m. ••• ••••••••aa

800 Chestnut

753-8355
Nrd11.1
,

IN OVERALL
CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION
1986, '87 & '88

MG 'Ha and 11104 Ca•nowl Try. Condom, Sdaeradion indod
i
, yedwev dram and dodo, don.ea

Carroll Mazda

753-8850

TAKE THE
FINANCIAL
STING OUT OF
DISABILITY!
Disability is a frightening experience, particularly when
you lose your income because you cannot work.
We have disability income protection for almost every
need. You can purchase various waiting periods,
face
amounts, cost-of-living benefits, lifetime extension
benefits, death benefits, hospital benefits, guaranteed
insurability, your own occupation protection, almos
t
any combination you can think of.
Why take chances? For information about these and
other features, contact:

Boneless Fish

;#11
Jim D. Crick, Area Mg-r.
Woodman Bldg.
3rd St Maple
753-3932
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE' 80118Y WOLFF
The most beaten paths are certainly the surest, but do not hope to
scare up much game on them."
Andre Gide.

'

NORTH
.21-A
•3
11 A7
•7 6 5 4 3
4 A Q J 75

Jefferson Co. policeman remembered

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
When Jefferson County police
officer Chris Dunn was shot to
death in April 1980, it was a double loss for his father.
WEST
EAST
Give today's North-South hands •Q 9 8 7
"I didn't only lose a son," Wil42
•J 6 5
to a friend and ask him to find the •42
liam Dunn said Monday. "1 lost a
•Q J 10 9 8
safest way to play for nine tricks. •A 9
pal. We were more than just father
•J 10 8
Don't be surprised if he chooses the
+632
and son."
•K 8
worst of several plans.
The murder 16 months later of
SOUTH
North's two-spade bid is artifistate police detective Darrell
4 A K 10
cial, describing a minor-suit hand
Phelps robbed two youngsters of a
•K 6 5 3
and forcing to game. South's refather.
•K Q 2
sponse denies a four-card or longer
+109 4
As time passed, "the presence of
minor, and both players settle for
the
father was needed," said TamVulnerable: Both
the no-trump game.
my Phelps Dotson.
Dealer: South
West's spade jack forces one of
Dunn, Mrs. Dotson and her
The bidding'
South's honors, and South has severbrother, 17-year-old Darren Phelps,
South
West
al options. The most obvious (and
North
East
recounted their losses in pleading
1 NT
Pass
2 40
worst) is to take an immediate club
Pass
with the Kentucky Parole Board to
2
NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
finesse. It loses, back comes a spade
keep the officers' killers in prison.
and West has the sure entry in diaThe occasion was "victim
monds — down one.
•minor-suit Stayman
impact hearings" for the Dunn
It's better to try the diamonds beOpening lead: Spade seven
family of Louisville and the Phelps
fore the clubs, but South must be
family of Morgantown. The famicareful. If he crosses to dummy's
lies were of the same mind: Prison
heart ace to lead a diamond, it's bad
BID WITH THE ACES
terms served so far by convicted
news. East drops the queen under
6-27-B
murderers Sheila Swiney and Harry
the ace, and when West wins the diaSouth holds
Lee
Shelor Jr. are not enough.
mond ace, he leads a heart for the
Swiney, 17 at the time she shot
•J 6 5
same down one.
Dunn in the back during a fight at
•Q J 10 9 8
A better plan (but not best) is to
convenience store, was sentenced
a
•
J
10
8
lead a diamond honor at trick two.
4
to
K
life. She has a parole hearing
8
(It succeeds in today's layout.) Nevschedule
d today at the Kentucky
ertheless, the best plan is for South
North South
Correctional Institution for Women
to lead a club to dummy's ace and a
1•
1
in Pewee Valley.
diamond back to his king. If East
1 NT
Shelor, now 47, was sentenced to
wins the ace, a 3-2 diamond break
50 years for murdering Phelps from
will cinch nine tricks. If South's king
ANSWER: Pass North promises a
ambush in a Butler County man holds, South switches to clubs, once
minimum opening without adequate
juana
patch in August 1981.
again cinching nine tricks. When
heart support. No reason to bid
Shelor
got 20 years for the
West wins the diamond ace. South
again.
attempted murder of Phelps' partmaintains control. Regardless of
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box ner, state police Sgt. Noble Ray,
what West leads, South has time to
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed
whom he shot at and missed. Sheestablish clubs, giving him at least stamped envelope
for repl y
lor has a parole hearing on ThursCopyright 1989 t nited Feature Syndicate
nine winners.
day at the Kentucky State Reformatory near LaGrange.
"I just feel he hasn't served
WERE FIGI-MNG FOR American Heart alb
YOUR LIFE
enough time for the crime he comAssociation NT
mitted," said Mrs. Dotson, 21, of
Morgantown.

"He doesn't even deserve to be
alive now," added her aunt, Dean
Phelps Brooks, "and he sure
doesn't deserve parole — ever."
Parole Board Chairman John C.
Runda explained at each victim
hearing that Kentucky law automatically entitled the prisoners
only to a parole hearing, not to
parole.
Swiney was denied parole 3V2
years ago and had to wait until now
for reconsideration, Runda said.
The Parole Board could grant
parole to Swiney now or defer her
case up to 12 years, meaning she
could not be considered again for
parole until 2001.
Runda said there is a third option
for Shelor: He could be ordered to
serve out his sentence. But Shelor
has accrued 131/2 years of statutory
and meritorious "good time,"
which if retained would require his
release no later than 2017, Runda
said.
At the time of Swiney's crime,
prisoners sentenced to life had to
wait at least six years for a parole
hearing. The minimum is now 12
years. When Shelor was sentenced,
the minimum waiting period was
eight years if the sentence was
more than 39 years.
Ray, who as the target of an
attempted murder was entitled to
address the Parole Board as a crime
victim, said he "would like to see
(Shelor) serve the entire 50 years."
"This was a cold-blooded, premeditated murder," Ray said.
"This didn't happen in the heat of
the moment."
Trial testimony showed that Shelor was tipped the day before the
shooting that Phelps and Ray had
been in his area and intended to
return the next day with a search
warrant, Ray said.
"He had plenty of opportunity to
leave. Instead, he waited for us to

Market 414 7urifiture

How low can we go?

arrive," Ray said.
Chris Dunn was patroling with
officer Diane Sikes when the call
came of a disturbance at a convenience store in Jefferson County.
Swiney and Gary DeWitt Odom,
her companion in a multi-state
crime spree, were wild on cocaine,
investigators said.
"They were like a modern-day
Bonnie and Clyde," said Marsha
McMillen, the slain officer's sister.
As Odom fought with the two
officers, Swiney went to Odom's
car, pulled a stolen handgun and
killed Dunn.
"If this had been an accidental
death, I could feel a little remorse

for the girl," William Dunn said.
"But this was deliberate. She went
to the car and got the gun and shot
him right in the back."
Margo Dunn, the victim's
mother, said parole of Swiney
would signal "that a policeman's
life is not worth much more than
eight years in jail. That's such a
small time."
"I know she was young, but at
17 years old, I think, there's very
few people that don't know right
and wrong," Mrs. Dunn said.
"She might have been 17 — she
was young — but the officer is
gone," said Jefferson County
Police Chief Bob Crouch. "Her
age doesn't impress me at all."

Newspaper turns 100
NEW YORK (AP) — The Wall
Street Journal, the nation's first
national newspaper and a fixture in
corporate America, celebrated its
centennial with a special edition
June 23.
The night before,, the paper
threw a glitzy party to mark its
100th. Among those attending were
President Bush and first lady Barbara Bush.
"The six columns of The Wall
Street Journal are as familiar as
coffee at our morning breakfast
tables," Bush told the black-tie
crowd.
The guest list read like a Who's
Who of the business and media
worlds: computer whiz Seven
Jobs, Ford *Motor Co. Chairman
Donald Peterson, ITT Corp. Chairman Rand Araskog, CBS Inc.
Chairman Lawrence Tisch, "60
Minutes" anchorman Mike Wallace, ABC anchorman Peter Jennings, and Washington Post Co.

Chairman Katharine Graham,
among others.
The Journal's circulation of 2
million makes it the country's biggest daily newspaper.
"It's given us a common language with regard to how we look
at everything from markets to international trade," observed Everette
Dennis, director of the Gannett
Center for Media Studies in New
York.
"It still is by far the strongest
and most profitable newspaper
franchise in the country," said
John Morton, a media industry
analyst with Lynch, Jones & Ryan
in Washington.
The Journal began on July 8,
1889, as a four-page afternoon paper..The first. edition, included brief.
reports on the New York, Boston
and Philadelphia stock exchanges
and numerous items on railroad
companies, then a major force in
American business.

Fuel price falls slightly
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky AAA Club's latest fuel
gauge survey shows the overall
cost of gasoline in the state has
dropped a half-cent since Memorial
Day, but is still 14 cents higher
than last June.
The survey of stations along
Kentucky's major highways shows
the average cost per gallon at fullservice pumps is now $1.25 for
regular, S1.26 for regular unleaded,
$1.33 for midgrade unleaded and
$1.39 for premium unleaded
gasoline.

Self-service prices ranged from
13 to 17 cents lower, with the average price per gallon at S1.11 for
regular, S1.11 for regular unleaded,
$1.16 for midgradc unleaded and
S1.26 for premium unleaded.
Diesel prices dropped 7 cents per
gallon to an average cost of $1.09
for full service and 99 cents for
self service.
The survey also shows that 83
percent of the state's stations will
be open for the Fourth of July and
22 percent are operating 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.

Japanese train explodes

71
It

Week One. Lots to choose from at40% savings.

TOKYO (AP) — An explosion
on a train in the suburbs of Shanghai, China, killed 20 people Monday and seriously hurt 11, Japanese
press reports said.
The blast occurred in a toilet,
Japanese news media quoted a local TV station as saying, adding that
the train's interior was badly

damaged, but was not burned.
Radio Shanghai said the incident
occurred around midnight Monday,
according to Kyodo News Service
and the Japan National Broadcasting Corp..
The cause of the blast and other
details were not immediately
available.

rqoi
Week Two. Plenty left to choose from at 50% savings.

Snap Shot
Photo
1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
759-9347

Week Three. Our good selection is going fast at60% discount.
Everyone's a winner during our
Pennsylvania House Clearance Sale.
Each week the sale's on, the savings
grow!Shop early for the best selection
at great clearance prices. Or shop later
for even greater savings on a
selection that's going fast. It's heirloom

quality Pennsylvania House at savings
that grow!

PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE_

uhatrtbe uanted,all along.

414 N. MARKET STREET
PARIS. TENNESSEE 38242
PHONE 642-6996

Process C41, 35mm, 110, 126
and disc film_
Use our convenient 24 hour film depository.
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Preventing sun damage to your eyes
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I do arc welding
in my job I wear a protective hood
with a shaded lens and long-sleeve
shirts to protect my arms. Since I am
fair-skinned with blue eyes, should I
wear sunglasses when I go outdoors to
reduce the odds of developing cornea
cancer or cataracts when I'm older?
DEAR READER: A recent study
showed that Chesapeake Bay fishermen, whose eyes are exposed to large
amounts of sunlight, have a high incidence of cataracts. Based on this and
other reports, many ophthalmologists
recommend eye protection from ultraviolet radiation. They urge that
sunglasses be worn in bright sunlight
to retard the growth of cataracts
(clouding of the eyes' lenses). Therefore, I suggest that you use sunglasses
to protect your eyes from sun
damage.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suspect I may
be suffering from a toxic buildup of
vitamin A. How does one treat this
condition and how long does it take to
relieve the symptoms?
DEAR READER Vitamin A is nec-

essary for human metabolism It is
found in many foods, including fish,
vegetables and fruits The Recommended Daily Allowance is 5,000 International Units for an adult. Vitamin A toxicity has been recognized
for centuries, beginning with Arctic
explorers who ate polar-bear liver, an
extremely rich source of the vitamin.
In the human body, vitamin A is
stored in the liver Experts have estimated that a well-nourished adult
who ate no vitamin A at all would
take 200 days to use up just half of his
natural reserve When levels of the vitamin build up beyond the liver's storage capacity, the excess spills into the
blood and becomes poisonous.
Symptoms of vitamin A toxicity include: hair loss, weight loss, itching,
anemia, visual difficulties, drying and
thickening of the skin, bone and muscle tenderness, headache, bleeding
tendencies and mouth ulcers. Vitamin
levels can be measured by blood tests.
In the past few years, certain quack
"nutritionists" have urged people to
consume as much as 25,000 IU of vitamin A a day. At this level, extreme
toxicity can develop in a matter of

weeks
Vitamin A toxicity Ls treated by
prohibiting the vitamin in supplements or vitamin-rich food. Within a
few days, patients will improve, although months may pass before the
full effects have disappeared. To give
you more information, I am sending
you a free copy of my Health Report
"Fads I — Vitamins and Minerals."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1.25 with their name and
address to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title.
1919 NrISPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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Seaboard sends
letters of intent
to build plants
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Seaboard
Farms of Kentucky has sent letters
of intent to two construction firms
to build a chicken processing plant
and a feed mill, to be built here.
Whittenburg Construction, of
Louisville, is expected to begin
work on the processing plant, about
four miles north of Mayfield, as
soon as the contract is officially
awarded.
The plant will initially process
825,000 broilers per week, expanding later to process 1,250,000 broilers per week.
Seaboard previously awarded a
letter of intent to Younglove Construction Company of Sioux City,
Iowa, for construction of a feed
mill in Mayfield. They are also
expected to begin working in July.
Ground breaking for a hatchery
was announced in April and renovation of an existing building in the
Mayfield Industrial Park began in
May.
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sion of basic issues." Eastern
declined comment.
Other ALPA officials said they
did not expect Eastern to offer the
job-security provisions the union
says would be necessary for an
agreement.
Most of Eastern's pilots and
flight attendants have been honoring the pickets of the International
Association of Machinists since the
machinists began their strike March
4, forcing the carrier to sharply cut
back the number of its flights.
A House subcommittee plans
this week to examine the impact of
the nearly four-month-old strike
and a Senate panel has asked the
General Accounting Office to
assess the impact of Eastern's
proposed reorganization on the airline industry.
Six senators also are asking
Transportation Secretary Samuel
Skinner to block Eastern, at least

are accomplished.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
A friend's envy may come as a
surprise to you. Recreational interests are highlighted. Visit a new
restaurant, enjoy an outing with the
children, or go out on the town
tonight.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll want to clear up some
unfinished tasks around the house.
Privacy leads to improved concentration. Don't argue with a family
member about a household concern.
PISCES
nits.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
mIlOt
Be thorough on the job today. Your
inclination is to rush things. A visit
with an old friend is heartwarming.
Try not to be drawn into an ideological dispute tonight.
YOU BORN TODAY are both
independent and cooperative. You
work well with others, yet are a bit of
a loner. You're a person meant to do
his or her own thing and you often
have outstanding talent along musical
lines. Sometimes, you need to guard
against a tendency to be stubborn or
fixed in your ideas. You do best in
fields where you can use your
intellect. Birthdate of: Richard Rodgers, composer; Henry VIII, British
monarch; and Jean Jacques Rousscan writer
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Angie Herndon of Murray was
A presentation of a check in the
young minds of students concerned
awarded runner-up honors in the amount of $250 will be made to in this vital field."
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet's Herndon on July 6 at the Paducah
He added that "with the interest
statewide essay contest sponsored KTC district office.
and knowledge shown by those
by the KTC and the Kentucky
The contest was designed to
participating in this contest, I feel
Association of Transportation raise the visibility of transporta- that the future of transportation
in
Engineers (KATE).
tion, especially among today's Kentucky is in good hands."
This essay competition was held young students. According to state
Paige Daniel, a senior at Rowan
in conjunction with a national con- highway tngineer 0.G. Newman, County Senior High
School in
test of the American Association of "The future of our transportation
Morehead, was the first place winState Highway and Transportation system will be determined by the
ner and received a check for $500.
Officials (AASHTO) in Washington, D.C. The theme of the composition was "Transportation and
America — They Go Together."
etW
• taiOft iftONAIA~~1011"~,

temporarily, from selling more
assets as part of the airline's reorganization plan.
Eastern last week asked the
bankruptcy judge for permission to
impose about $50 million in wage
and benefit concessions, as well as
changes in work policies that
would allow Eastern to increase
pilots' hours.
Eastern said it needed contract
concessions from the pilots as part
of its plan to reorganize and
emerge from Chapter 11 bankruptcy protections as a smaller carrier.
A consultant to the pilots' union
said over the weekend that Shapiro
would oppose Eastern's bid to terminate the contract. Shapiro did
not return calls seeking comment
Monday and Eastern said it wasn't
aware of Shapiro's position.
The unions contend Eastern and
its parent company, Texas Air
Corp., are trying to use the bankruptcy court to destroy Eastern's
unions.
Lifland would have to approve
Eastern's reorganization plan,
which includes major asset sales.
The unions have unsuccessfully
sought the sale of Eastern.
Frances Drake
Lifland said three weeks ago the
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the court would no longer consider the
buyout offer of Chicago commodiforecast given for your birth sign.
FIDR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 28, 1989
ties trader Joseph Ritchie, although
SCORPIO
ARIES
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
he said Ritchie was free to pursue
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You could be too much in a hurry
his offer with Eastern.
Though shopping is favored and
where business interests are conOn Capitol Hill, the Senate
income should be good from the job, cerned today. Slow down
and don't
Committee on Commerce, Science
partners may still differ about the use push opportunity away.
Loved ones
and Transportation has requested
of joint assets. Guard against argu- enjoy heart-to-heart
talks tonight.
GAO investigation, saying in a
the
ments about money.
SAGITTARIUS
letter that its review "should exaTAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
(Apr.20 to May 20)
mine whether the proposed busiYou may have a quarrel with an
You've got more than your share of adNiser. Progress, though,
ness
plan of Eastern has any realiscomes on
creative ideas, but you also could be the job through the combined
tic prospect of revitalizing the
use of
short-tempered with a family mem- intuition and self-disci
carrier."
pline. Goals

ber now. Meet others halfway. Travel
looks great.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll have success with a research
project. Behind-the-scenes financial
developments today are in your favor.
Keep peace with a co-worker and be
careful driving.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
It's a day of social successes for
you, but your tendency is to force
issues with higher-ups. Don't let
feelings of jealousy mar an evening
get-together.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
CR
'
Coming on too strong in business
dealings is not recommended. You
could easily rub somebody the wrong
way. However, it should be a day of
accomplishment for you.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Try not to let a resentment take
hold. Forgive and forget. No sense
griping about past frustrations on this
day when pleasure opportunities are
multiple.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
This is a good day for getting things
done around the house and for
dealings with bankers and insurance
agents. Tonight avoid a dispute about
a financial matter.
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Murrayan a runner-up in contest

Eastern, union continue negotiations
WASHINGTON (AP) — Eastern
Airlines and its pilots' union are
negotiating under court supervision
over the strike-bound company's
attempt to cancel the pilots' contract and impose wage concessions.
The Air Line Pilots Association
and Eastern were to meet for a second day today after Monday's first
session ordered by U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Burton R. Lifland produced "nothing fruitful," said a
union spokesman.
The meeting was the first
between Eastern and ALPA since
the airline last week sought court
permission to cancel its contract
with the pilots. The two sides met
at the offices of David I. Shapiro,
the court-appointed examiner overseeing the airline on behalf of the
bankruptcy court.
ALPA spokesman Dan Ashby
said Monday's meeting was mainly
a "feeling-out process, a discus-
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Sale Starts Wednesday
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SPRING AND
SUMMER MERCHANDISE
SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY!
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By Abigail
Van Buren

920

Girl Wanting to Drop Out Gets
Lesson From Those Who Know

020

CAROLYN'S
CORNER

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $29 99 Get at
Black's Decorating Center.
701 S 4th St Murray

first $560.00 before
Medicare pays anything. For free information call:

For Sale

Jerry McConnell
Insurance

$5000
Call 753-6298

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you and
your home. if you decide to buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Lost
And Found

090
Situation
Wanted

LOST Change purse on
Kroger parking lot, kid's
money 489-2203

BI-WEEKLY and weekly
house and office cleaning
LOST-Doberman Mix: Un- Also, window cleaning. Recut, has tags and collar, ferences supplied
answers to'Amos', reward. 759-1578 or 753-4897.
753-0527, ask for Dan or
WILL mow lawns- any size,
Wade
reasonable rates. Call after
5P M Mon -Fri, anytime
weekends, Wayne 489-2342

Shoney's Inn

T-SHIRT Painting: Make
you own hours. I can help
you get started in a fun,
profitable and rewarding Tshirt/ Sweatshirt Fashion
Apply in Person.
Painting occupation. Call
Tri-Chem Director
FUN-SUMMER-INCOME. 1-800-346-3071.
Earn $200-$500 weekly.
110
Distributing fun children
toys. For more information
send stamped "elope to:
Instruction
DMM-II, P.0 Box 2297,
Miami, FL 33261.

By GARY LARSON

LEGAL Secretary: Requirements include telephone skills, typing (minimum 80 words per minute),
computer knowledge and
experience. Salary negotiable based on qualifications. Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray.

600D EVENiNEN
ALISTAIR BEA6LE.,
WE ARE NOW AT
TNE TUIRC' EPISODE
OF "DARK ANC
STORMY NI6lAT"

LPN: Part-time position as
office nurse for physician.
Send resume, including references, to P.O. Box
1040-M, Murray_
PAINTERS Must have 2
years experience or more
Steady work Apply at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 South 4th Street, Murray, Ky or call 753-0839

MM
KIN? Of VACATION'
50RING

liC0 A94 frE

SALESPERSON & Collector: To represent L.B. Price
Company in Mayfield, Ky.
Phone 314-471-2058 for
appointment for interview.

[CROSSWORD PUZZLER

HOME STUDY /RES T NAINtNCI

•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
'JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728

WHEELCHAIR: Almost
brand new Rolls Deluxe,
used 1 week on rug. Original price $650. Will sell for
$500 Call 436-2413

1 Fathers
4 Small house
9 Arabian
garment
12 Viper
13 Dwell
14 Wire
measure
15 Group of
singers
17 Clamorous
19 Poems
21 Baseball
slat
22 "Down These
Mean —"
25 Rain and
hail
29 Hebrew
letter
30 Zodiac sign
32 Johnny of
music
33 Emmet
35 Writing
tablet
37 GI's R and

I CAN'T EvEN
GET SAE
TO LOOK
AT ME

TEANNc IT 5 REALLY MICE
T4E *AV MR 4/10 MRS
DITHERS ARE ALWAYS 1
4oLD,r4G HANOI
,
4.°

ACTUALLY,
tiE HAS TO

wi-IAT DO
YOU MEAN'

Answer to Previous Puzzle

R club
38 Sand bar
40 South
American
animal
42 Printer's
measure
43 Begin
45 Looking
fixedly
47 Transgress
49 Wife of
Geraint
50 Social
gatherings
54 Clever
57 Fuss
58 Make into
law
60 Metric
measure
61 Marry
62 Fashion
63 Conducted

UIR

CRUSH
LET
ARE
LATHE
ERE
DESPOT
EMPIRE
ADIT
IR
CROP
OAT
IDEA
HOE
I NTERMECIT
OD
ELA
NEE
TO
REPELLENT
PEN
DOOR
ETE
DI RE
I L
ASHE
SCREEN
SANDAL
IRE
S I RON
IgIG 0
EVE
STEIRD
MET
3 Trail
4 Callings
5 Hebrew
month
6 Baby's
napkin
7 Unemployed
8 Approaches

DOWN
1 Moccasin
2 Pallor

Wicie cup
10 Storage
compartment
11 in music,
9

16

SHE *414ACICS Him 4111.'
wirw AN UMBREt..L.A ,
1

2

3

1

12

6

6

7

8

9

13

10

11

14

15
16171118111
21

19U120
22

23

24

25

29
33

34

35
4f!

4611

47

49
III

57

42

45
ill

50

37
41

43

28

ill 52

III
54

se

111

UI

il

58

59

21111

26 Water: Fr.
27 City in
Germany
28 Strip of
Iegther
31 -- of the
Union
Address
34 Beverage
36 Issue forth

39 Violin part

34

381139

27

32

3011131
THE PHANTOM

26

18
20
22
23
24

high
Concept
Soapstone
Quiet
Masts
Doctrine
Fastens
tightly

60
83

UI

41 Dry
44 Essays
46 Standard of
perfection
48 Lease
50 Animal's
foot
51 Fruit drink
52 Land
measure
53 Declare
55 Before
prefix
58 Spread for

drying
59 Leachman ID

RCA TV
cabinet IT
Fisher Vi

WOODEN Windmills
Small, decorative, real
nice Call 753-2435 k
XEROX copier 2830,
753-5147, ask for Bub or
Gay

12x60 GF
rooms, a
home for
437-4940

155

14X70 1!
TIAL: 3 134
• 1'4 ac
where hi
Can be r
left there.
nights 75

Appliances
2,000 B71J REFRIGER
ATED A/C, $200 4 room
size A/C, $60 each Frigidaire refrigerator, $150. 5
hot water baseboard heaters with thermostats
759-4408

3 TRAILE
mately 3
ter, all re

FREEZER 759-4756
WASHER & DRYER Automatic, avocado, good conditibn, $150 753-7393
P"
Home
Furnishings
LIVING Room Suite: 6
piece, dark blue, good condition Call 437-4450 after
5p.m.
NEW Furniture: Ask for
Neal at Starks Brothers Mobile Homes. 753-2922.

Farm
Equipment
K-GLEANER Both head
ers, good condition
$2,500 382-2153

Sports
Equipment

ALLIANCE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
TRAINING CENTERS
LEBANON TN
CO Toll F,o.

YOU ma
any tims
que Stor
now te
Monda
1:30-4:3(
this ad
Coins, P
ray,
502-753-

USED Tuxedo Sale. Short
coats, tail coats, shirts &
pants Low prices. Name
brands While supplies last
Mr Tuxedo, 759-4073.

UC TION

•No experrnc*
/**OSCI.
•DOT Con thcat
•Full 0,p•rl•lon•
trionong
•PlacOn*K•
•F,n.nc01 Aid
ANNA**

WATK
Spencer
Home !
68, Aur
Ruth i
(502)354

RIDING Lawn Mower
Snapper 26", good working
condition Price $330
753-5461

190
INS T

LEE'S
making
Murray!
plies, pa
testing a
by C.J.'t
North 4t

POST Frame Building.
30'x40'x9' eave, 8' centers
one 10'x8' end slider, one
service door, $5,295.
Erected other sizes available Blitz Builders
1-800-428-4009.

160
Train to be a Professional
'SECRETARY
'EXECUTIVE SEC.
.WORD PROCESSOR

LARGE
Don of
stock fc
ery. Ac
ings,
502-24'i

HAPPY JACK FLEA
GARD All metal patented
device controls fleas in the
home without chemicals or
exterminator Results overnight! GALLOWAY SERVICE, INDUSTRIAL RD.'

2 BEDRO
bile homE
eludes wa
deck, gal
month 75

A
1. Be
sa
SL
2. Be
ex
3. Bei

plE
su

Western Flyer

1-800-334-1203

10-speed, 28" Bike.
Perfect for 10-12
year-old.

BEN

40.00

POC, WILL YOU GO
OUT WITH ME"'

ACROSS

FIREY
437-461

SALESMAN. Exterior BEER & Winemaking kits,
home improvement sales- corks, wine and beer hydroman needed Must be am- meters, manuals,
acid test
bitious and outgoing with a kits, etc
Now at Party
dean appearance, provide Mart, 509 Lone Oak Road,
own transportation and Hannon Plaza Shopping
have knowledge in con- Center, (502)442-0011
struction Part-time or fulltime available. Send re- BRAILING Equipment
sume to P 0 Box 1040-L, Wench, brads, framework
(901)642-6569
Murray

Immediate opening
for experienced house
keepers.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
THE FAR SIDE

Ankles
For Sale

HOUSECLEANING ExDAY Care Coordinator/ Ac
perienced, references.
tivity Director . Part-time
436-5270.
days. Experience in health
related field and activities WILL do housecleaning,
programs preferred. Must excellent references.
have good organizational 753-3247
and communication skills.
Call Glada Dodd Admini- WILL sit with sick or elderly,
strator, Fern Terrace light- cleaning included
Lodge, for appointment,- 436-5847.
753-7109 EOE.
100
Business
EASY Work! Excellent Pay!
Opportunity
Assemble products at
home Call for information OWNER- Operator. John
Schneider National Car504-641-9003 Ext 8047
riers_ Lease-on your tracFEDERAL Jobs Earn tor, or take advantage of
$19,654 to 72,500 a year our new tractor purchase
All
occupations. program. .We offer excel(717)327-5341 Dept lent revenue, top miles, disEB-64
counts on insurance, fuel,
tires and maintenance
1-800-348-1894.

Alter 3p.m.

26th Year"

112121=11__
I THINK
`IOLA C'06 1445
FINALL4
PLIPPEP

050

Desk

753-4199

CHEVROLET

1989 Suburban 537299 mo.'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License.
48 Mo. Closed End Lease

Hwy. 121 South

ANYONE Can Apply! Guaranteed Visa/ MC, US
charge Even with bad credit. No one refused Call
(213)925-99Q6 ext U1323.

to the hospital, you
or your insurance
will have to pay the

Collie
Puppies

SENIOR CITIZENS Not all
Medicare supplements are
alike Compare Find out all
about Medicare Catastrophic Care Call for your
free comparison today.
Bankers Life & Casualty,
603 South 4th Street,
753-3422

Key MiniWarehouses
Sizes from 5x10 10 10)(30
7534542 If no answer:
753-6075, 753-0996

1989 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible. You will
be required to pay
even more of the
bill. In fact, if you go

"Our

150

Help
Wanted

Notice

Del-Air Center
DEAR ABBY: You told "Mixed
Now let's hear it from "Mary
Top Quality
Up in Bay City, Mich." not to drop D." in Cooper City, Fla.
New & Used
out of school, but you weren't firm
Furniture
enough. Let me try: While some
DEAR MIXED UP IN BAY CITY:
people make it without a high school Please, please, do not drop out
Collect
ible Dplis
of
diploma, most do not.
school!
Giftwa
re
What kind ofjob can you get? You
I wish I had had someone to adLamp Shades
will probably have to work for mini- vise me years
mum wages and possibly hold down out of eighth ago when I dropped
Silk Flowers
grade.
two full-timejobs to make ends meet. regret it. At the time, To this day, I
753-9234
it
was
the
easy
Thejobs most available to high school way out. My grades
were lousy, and
dropouts are in fast-food establish- I was way behind
because I'd skipped ARTIST wanted to exhibit
ments, and it's often difficult to get so many classes. All
40 hours per week.Are you willing to was getting a job I could think of and sell original work,
and making some 7-22-89, during Summer
knock on the door ofthe local welfare money so I could
be on my own.
Festival For more informaagency when you can't make the
I was ashame
rent payment, buy food or pay other application that d to write on a job tion call Lawter Gallery,
I didn't
bills? You may or may not qualify for ate from eighth grade. even gradu- (502)443-2522
help. You say you hate to get up in personal experience I know from
that I missed
the morning. Do you think your lots of promotion
Will Sit
opportu
nities beemployer will allow you to sleep in? cause of my limited
education. I was
with elderly or
Mostemployers expect their employ- passed up in favor
of college kids.
ees to be at work on time and put in
ill person.
Today, a college degree is almost
a full day's work every day.
a triVst! I could tell you many more
Are you willing to go without reasons to take advant
Call
age of your
clothes, or buy them at secondhand high school years
to get an educa7536298
stores when you have a few extra tion, but space does not
permit.
pennies? Whatabout entertainment?
Anytime.
Please take Abby's advice. Stay
Giftsilar.friends and family? Things in school! Dropping
out was the
you take for grfanted now or consider dumbest thing I ever
did.
COUNTRY Jean's. 5 miles
necessities will suddenly become
SORRY DROPOUT 94E, 759-1062, Fridays
luxuries.
4-6p m , Saturdays
And don't kid yourself by think***
10a.m.-4p.m. Jeans for
ing you can easily get a GED, or
men & misses,'irs. & woenter a program to finish high school
DEAR ABBY: It's getting so that men. Lee, Levis, Jordache,
"later."You will find yourselfso busy I hate to go to any family
Lawman, and many
surviving and making ends meet that I'm 33 and my husban gatherings. Blouses, shorts, tops,more.
jackd
is
35,
and
you will not have the time,energy or we've been married
for nearly six ets, some jeans
money.
sizes 3-20 and 32-40 waist
years. I am sick of hearing
Now, where do I get off writing are you two going to start ,"When sizes.
a
family?
"
this letter?. I've been watching my '"Whose fault is it?""Don't
daughter struggle for the last four ish — it's time you gave lie ki selfyears. And believe me. that has not ents some grandchildren. your par"
been easy.
Abby, we are childless by choice.
DROPOUT'S MOTHER We are both career-minded,
have
never felt the need to have a child,
DEAR MOTHER:Thanks for a and we like
AKC Registered
our life the way it is. So
mother's-eye view of what most how do we
hancilosuch prying queshigh school dropouts can expect. tions —
753-8974
short of telling them it's
I hope this dose of reality will none
of their business?
inspire students to tough it out
For now, we are content to be ...
and graduate — no matter how
MARRIED WITHOUT
Lease For Less At
rough the road.
CHILDREN
DWAIN TAYLOR
For years I

have urged students to take summer sessions,
DEAR MARRIED: What's
go to night school, get tutoring, wrong
with the truth as you
do whatever is necessary to get stated it?
"We are both careerthat high school diploma. It's minded
,have never felt the need
their ticket to better jobs and a to have
a child, and we like our
more fulfilling future.
life the way it is."

060

Notice

Train for Carson

In

• AIRLINES
'CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES
HOME STUDY/RES. TRAINING
'FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
*JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST.

Old English
3-speed Bike.

ANDL,
HAVE

20.00
Call 753-7590
Before 5:00

1-800-327-7728
ACT TRAVEL SCHOOL
Nat'l Ildgtrs. Pornnano Bch Fl

1,10

Want
To Buy
BUYING: aluminum cans
45c lb., battery, scrap
metal, copper and junk
cars. KGA Rycycling
492-8183 days, 498-8785
nights.
G I JOE Hasbro 11'figures
and equipment. Mattel Barbies. 436-5608.
WE buy scrap aluminum,
copper, brass and aluminum cans Call Balcan Recycling @ 753-0338

tric
Ankles
For Salt
10-SPEED bicycle, $90.
Unusual desk. 1980 Buick
Skylark, low mileage
753-8056, call after 5p m
16 TANDEM Axel Trailer
New, used 1 time
436-5270

lx10 SHIP Lapped Cedar
Approximately 2,000 sq ft.
8-18 ft lengths, best otter
Call
75 3 - 8 5 4
8a m -4 30p m Mon -Fri
2,100 BTU Kelvinator air
conditioner, excellent con
dition Matching couch,
chair, recliner, end table.
coffee table and lamp Will
sell separately or together
753 6063

DRUM Set: 7 Piece Ludwig
Red Rocker, Ludwig cymbal stands, 3 Zildgan cymbals, Sabian highhat symbals. Ludwig highhat. Top
of the line, all like new!
$1,500 489-2117.
USED spinet pianos, grand
pianos Used organs • Baldwin, Conn, Hammond, Lowrey, Wurlitzer Lonardo
Piano Co. Paris, Tennessee, next to Penney's

Sunset
K(
711 M

1
2,10

scollanocus
BURIAL LOTS 6 adjoining
lots in lovely Memorial Gardens setting. Only $250
each Marker stone also
available Ask for Chuck at
759-9374
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Need assistance completing that mundane, time
consuming task of researching for your term
paper? Call Innovated Research, your centrally located data information center For information call
(502)885-7334 (Locally
owned & operated by disabled veterans, member
Hopkinsville Chamber of
Commerce)
HOFFCO Lil Hoe Garden
Tiler: only 25Ibs , $229.95
Keith's Lawn & Tractor, Industrial Rd., Murray
759-9831

0

M ur
Cla
71
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CLASSIFIEDS
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent

Miscellaneous
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

S
St
tY

LARGE, large, large selec
bon of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery Acree Portable Build
ings, Mayfield, Ky
502-247-7831

•k
LEE'S Pools & Spas is
making pool care easier for
Murray! Chemicals, supplies, parts, paint and water
testing are available. Game
by C.J.'s Pool & Patio, 106
North 4th Street, 759-1911.

A

Or
KR

fS
5.
iii-

19
O.
)rt

St
St
e,
3iOr
S.
al

2 BEDROOM Mobile
Home Clean, quiet court,
single or couple, $115 per
month 753-8216

320

Wray Ledger & Times

430

460

490

Apertinsetts
For Relit

Real
Estate

Homes
FOK Sale

DUPLEX 2 bedrooms, in
Northwood, $295/ month
759-4406

LAKE PROPERTY For
Sale Building site complete with water, electricity,
paved private road Also 6
extra lots. (over 5'4 acres)
165' lake access plus 400,
feet on creek that empties
into bay Ramp available
and permit to build dock
has been served from
T V A Best otter over
$25,000 Write Box 924,
Murray, KY 42071

BY Owner 3 bedrooms, 1
bath, Keenland Dr Reduced! Appointment only
474-2342

DUPLEX 3 Bedrooms
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished double carport with storage
or unfurnished Some new in back, appliances turn
furniture, natural gas- 'shed
753-5114 or
electric, air conditioned
753-7947
Shady Oaks 753-5209.
DUPLEX: Nice, 2 bedrooms, central leat/
290
washer/ dryer hook-up, no
Heating
pets, $325 plus deposit
And Cooling
Days 753-1953. nights
LARGE central air condi- 753-0870
tioner
Dill Electric
NICELY furnished 1,2 or 3
759-1577
bedroom apartments located near campus Also, 1
300
house with 3 to 4 bedBusiness
rooms 753-0606 nights,
Rentals
753-6111 days
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Used
Can

Now it's

Dan Taylor
Chmlel, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Ix. ol
Palls, TN
Toil43
Ffee 13
06 5-3229

COUNTRY Estate 2-story
farm home with 10 acres,
40+ young fruit trees, various rose bushes and other
flowers 8 miles to Murray.
approximately 10 to Kentucky Lake More acreage
available No realtor
$78,500 (901)247-3957

New & Used
GM Executives ti
Program Vehicles

520

530
Boats
& Motors

530
Senikes
Offered

1974 IMPERIAL Fiberg- MITCHELL PAVING 30
lass runabout with walk-years experience Hauling/
through windshield, 1974 excavating, seal coating
Johnson 70HP motor, with and striping For estimate
trailer Price includes call Rocky. Guy, or R B
trailer, excellent condition, 753-1537
$2,995 502-522 8610
MOBILE HOME Specialist502-474-2732.
repair, leveling, underpinHOUSEBOAT 24' Yukon- ning, set-ups, tear-downs,
del. fiberglass, 1975, and roofs floors, plumbing, wiring washing, hurricane
trailer,
$1,800
1-901-642-6569 or straps 436-5255
1-901-642-3968
MOODY Mower Repair
Pick-up and delivery, all
PARKER'S Marine & Sal- work guaranteed
vage. Paris, Tennessee, 753-5668
moved to new bi-pass, Hwy
69-A South to Wispering NEW homes built, decks
Pine Road (901)642-6569 and additions Hourly or
contract 435-4306

Services
Offered
LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast, courteouc
service 759-1835
SHOLAR
&
Electric. For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-236C
or 437-4113

SIRESS Roofing Free estimates Guaranteed work
901-842-31100
RESIDENTIAL/
15
years experience
Hwy.
79
W.
— Paris
Commercial/ & Waterfront FHA Home In the city lim437-4752
property Call Lile Real Es- its 753-4804 call between
tate (502)354-6338 Or 5-9p m
SMALL engine repair
WATKINS Products
1981 CUTLASS Cruiser
(502)474-8891
436-5895, 436 2642
Spencers Cedar Country
GOVERNMENT HOMES!
SW, good condition Call
Home Specialties, Route
$1.00 (U Repair) ForecloSUREWA
Y Tree Service
759-4805
440
68, Aurora, across from
sures, Tax Delinquent
Topping, pruning, tree re
Lots
Ruth Ryan Realtors
Property. Now Selling This
moval Aerial bucket truck
For Sale
530
(502)354-8117
PLUMBING repairman with Fully
area! Call (Refundable)
insured for your pro
Weak Credit?
Services
same
day
1-518-45
service Call tection Stump removal
9-3546 Ext H973
21 ACRE hill 10 m le view o
YOU may buy our products
340
Bad
Credit
?
Commercial
Offered
436-5255
.
tree tops (triangle bound by for listings
with no lawn damage Free
any time at Ox-Yoke AntiHouses
We Finance,
Building
3 roads) center Marshall OWNER wants
A-1 TREE Service & Stump PORCHES and decks and estimates No obligations
que Store in Hazel, but we
For Rent
offer on this
County. Look down on BenFor Rent
Buy Here. Pay Here. Removal' 50' aerial bucket remodeling Call G & A 753-5484
now tend our counter
1004 MAIN . 5 rooms, 1 ton's lights! Deer and wild spacious 3 bedroom, 2 bath
truck Spraying aid feed- Construction 436-2617
Monday- Saturday,
Good Location.
brick home at 1712 Ryan
TELEPHONE wiring- jacks
bath, carpeted, freezer, turkey. No building.
ing 35 years experience
1:30-4:30. Free coin with
Ave Central H/A, den with
753-4682 or
installedphones moved
Cars
From
ROCKY
refrigerat
stove,
COLSON
or,
central
$62,500.
Home
Joe
W. Nanney. fireplace, great location
Glen Joiner owner Call
this ad. Christopher's
753-5870
Repair Roofing, siding, residence and business
H/A, $300, $300 deposit. 753-9622/ 527-7864
$500-53,000
753-090
6
Free
Coins, P 0. Box 602, MurEstimate
Reduced again to $53,000
s. painting
759-1265 after 4p.m.
plumbing, con- experienced Call Bobby
ray,
Ky. 42071,
Phone Kopperud Realty
APPLIANCE REPAIR We crete Free estimates Call Wade 753 2220
$25435 Per Week
450
502-753-4161.
753-1222,
4 CAR Shop Has office 2 BEDROOM Brick: HighService dishwashers, dis- 474-2307 or 753-6973
or Payments
Farms
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
and paved lot 753-9386 or way 121, lust past Graves
posals, ranges ovens, rePLEASANT 3 bedroom, 2
Every
2
Weeks
For
Sale
LAWN Mowing Service. 10 Service Center, cleaning County line Deposit and
260
753-4509
frigerat
ors,
washers &
bath brick home 2-car atservicing $15, most repairs
references required. No in- 19.5 ACRES. 2'4 miles
T.V.
dryers Service on most years experience Any type
tached garage in quiet
20 Cars
$35; all brands 3rd Street
of
lawn
care
side pets $250 489-2440. north of the airport on Hwy
436-274
4
or
Radio
makes and models G E.
neighborhood of well mainAlmo, 753-0530
to Choose from.
Commercial Bldg. 3 BEDROOM
factory trained The Ap- 436-5211
RCA TV: 25" solid state,
Brick: Large, 783 with 12 acres sowed in tained homes Featured
pliance
Timothy
and
Works,
Fescue.
Dr.
Rob Ma- SEWING Machine Repair. WET BASEMENT'? We
on Main Street. for rent.
shaded lot, carport; Florida
are den with fireplace, cencabinet model. Also 2-head
son Rd.,. Hwy 783, All makes and models, make wet basements dry
Call Sammy
room; patio; no pets; cou- 489-2740.
tral heat & air, privacy
40x70 and 30x70
Fisher VCR 753-4725
753-2455
home and industry. Call Work completely guaran
ples preferred, $425 per
fence, patio deck with hot
753-6111 Days
460
Kenneth Barnhill, teed Call or write Morgan
month. 753-6931.
tub. Only $74,900! Contact
270
APPLIA
NCE
SERVIC
E,
753-0606 Evenings.
Construction Company,
Homes
Kopperud
Realty
Mobile
Kenmore, Westinghouse, 753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
Route 2 Box 409-A, PaduFor
Sale
Stella,
Ky.
753-1222
,
Homes For Sale
Whirlpool. 29 years experi3 BEDROOM Home: Uncah, KY 42001 or call
, en,ce. Parts and service,
furnished, near university, 3 .BEDROOM aluminum WELL Constructed: 3,000+.
1-.442-7026
x 5???1-WiLt'i L r
(
OF MURRAY'
12x60 GRANVILLE: 2 bedUsed Appliances. Bobby
am
newly remodeled $300 per siding, low heating bills, sq.ft. brick home on nice,
Apartments
515
S
rooms, all electric, mobile
12th
Phone
Hopper,
am
WILL do plumbing installa753-4872 or
month, $300 deposit. Call front sunporch, built-in util- conveniently located lot;
For Rent
Murray, KY 73-4961
home for sale, $5,000. Call
436-5848.
x; For All Your
tion & repairs All guaranity porch, on large lot. Price 2-4 potential bedrooms; de753-8835 or 753-4746.
lz
437-4940.
teed Free estimates
negotiable. Call 345-2642 tached 2-car garage, large
2 BEDROOM Furnished
ATKINS & Carrico Painting
Phone 7,53-3247 or
or (618)543-9476.
rooms, many extras- 2 fire- 1987 Z-24 CAVALIER: !roc Free estimates with over
mile from
370
14X70 1982 PRESIDEN- Apartment:
20
753-1308
campus,
blue,
water
fully
places,
paid,
spacious
$175
loaded,
1
Livestock
sun
with
room
TIAL. 3 Bedrooms, 2 baths,
years experience Call
3 BEDROOM house in
1:
25,00CP ackial miles, extra 354-8985 or 437-422
& Supplies
• 1'/: acre lot in country person, $185 2 people
WILL refoam floating
1 after
country priced in lower opening on to professionally landscaped deck/ sharp
759-1543. 5p m
where home is located Available now No pets No ARABIA
docks 436-2763
N Colt & Phillies $20s. 753-9866.
patio/ & privacy area, lots of 753-0509
Can be rented and home children 753-5980.
Z.7
.
1-4 years old, terms to qual- 3 BEDROOM Brick In storage,
COMPLETE Small Engine
workshop space 3 LINCOL
left there Days 753-0877, 1 or 2 BEDROOM apart- ified
L
x
550
Call...
NS To Choose Repair: Free pick-up and
buyers Rockhouse Country: Quiet, wooded 1
2:
nights 753-9702
Feed
ment near downtown Mur- Creek Arabians, 753-9894 acre lot, 5 miles from city available. 1017 Sharpe From: 1975 Limo, 1977 delivery, 9a.m.-4p.m.,
Street. Adjoining rental Town Car; 1978 Mark V
& Seed
evenings.
3 TRAILERS on approxi- ray. 753-4109
Monday- Friday. 753-4641, 11)
limits, front proch, 1360 sq
house available at 1023 Cartier Series All in excel- ask
mately 3 acres in Coldwa- 2 BEDROOM Apartmen
for John Garland.
CLOVER/ Grass Hay Fo
t' REGISTERED Quarter - ft., deep well. 753-8872 af- Sharpe Street. Call (week- lent condition. Priced
at
ter, all rented 436-5550.. Furnished, 1604 Miller,
4p.m.
ter
Sale $1 per bale U-haul
ex- horse for sale or trade. 1
days)753-1268 or(nights & $2,500 or best offer. BRICK, block and conCall 753-7187 evenings
tra nice, partial utilities year old stallion. Work A-1 HOME With Acreage. weekends) 753-1863 for
crete, basements, founda(901)644-0171
280
paid, no pets 753-0932 or number 759-1965 between Lovely 3 bedroom,
appointm
tions, driveways, sidewent
11
/
4
TIMOTHY Hay for sale, $1
Mobile
753-5898.
8.30a.m. & 3:30p m. week- bath, brick home with apalks, patios. Free estiper bale in field Larry
Homes For Rent
mates Chimneys new and
470
Roberts 753 9984
3 BEDROOM Apartment' days Monday- Friday, ask proximately 28 acres
'84BUICKLESABRELMT repaired_ 28 years experi- r No Job Too Big ,..,
Fenced, barn, machinery
2 BEDROOM, 2 bath mo- Central heat & air, stove, for Janice.
z
shed, pond. Excellent conence. 753-5476.
bile home Furnished, in- refrigerator,'4 utilities, carMotorcycles
Clear as a pin. full
560
r or Too Small .
:.
380
dition, beautifully decorcludes washer and dryer, port, $400 plus deposit_
.
Free
size
luxury
and
CONCR
—
1986
ETE
KAWASA
drivewa
KI
454
ys,
ated. Desireable location
Pets
deck, garden. $275 per Days 753-1953, nights
Column
FREL
room in a hard to
slabs & blockwork Tipton
7,2XX, maroon, sharp, ex
.
for
&
town
Supplies
and
lake.
In
month 753-7724.
the
753-0870.
759-9731
beat low mileage
I Estimates T. HOUSE Dog Femaie, fully
$80s. Less acreage op- cellent condition, $950
BLACK Lab Puppies
247-5572 or 753-6068
trade - Hurry.
broke, free. Come by 719
tional. 753-6870.
CONTRA
CTORPortable
Championship bloodline
r
All
Work
L
South
4th after 5p m
storage
1987
building
YAMAHA Banshi s, pole
Phone after 5p.m
teee Down
A GREAT Buy on this 3
x Mos
barns, general home im- =
13.Re APR OAC Tax, Lk Extra
PUPPIE
S 436-5427
753-0638.
bedroom, 2 bath home with Perfect condition, MotoGuaranteed L
provement. Quality work for =
new central heat and air cross boots and helmet.
r
PUPPIES & Kittens
GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
less. Free estimates. 8'x12'
and attached garage. Price Call after 5p m 753-0523.
753-8333 after 5p m
Coldwater
for $585. 489-2663.
Road, just reduced to $37,000!
11[41
1. Bennett & Associates can
Jeep
ATV parts, accessories,
753-6756. The ultimate for
Hwy. 641 No
Phone Kopperud Realty tires & service for all
DUANE & Tracy Hauling
save you money on Medicare all your pet's grooming 753-1222.
Murray, 753-6448 IM21
Service We will load, haul
brands! Keith's Lawn &
needs
Supplement Insurance.
ANOTHER New Listing A Tractor, Industrial Rd., Mur- 1982 BUICK Regal - Excel- and pay dumping fees Will
PUPPIES: AKC Registered
go anywhere. Call anytime
great
location- Keenland ray. 759-9831.
lent condition, real sharp 753-0820.
2. Bennett & Associates has
Cocker Spaniels, $100
Drive. Home has 3 bedcar 492-8282.
UKC Registered Rat rooms,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
g85
excellent rates and coverage on each.
2 baths, lots of living
FAMILY Lawn Care Now in
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Terriers, $75 each. Days
1983 OLDSMOBILE Cut- it's 2nd
Auto
area, large backyard patio
year! Specializing in
Major Medical Insurance.
(901)352-3224, nights
All Types Of
lass Calais, good condition. lawn maintenance,
Parts
and in -ground pool.
includ(901)352-2416
Call
753-412
4p
after
m.
3
Custo
m Woodworking
$82,000. Phone 753-1222, 2 TIRES: Street tread bias
ing hedges and shrubbery.
3. Bennett & Associates is the
RABBITS All colors and all Kopperud Realty.
Also hauling. Now serving
ply, 9 5x16.5 truck, only
place to get Nursing Home In- sizes for sale 527-0770. BEAUTIFUL
county and city. 10% off for
Brick Country used 8,000 miles.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Senior Citizens. Call now
surance.
REGISTERED 3 year old Home: 3 bedrooms, 2 753-9930.
•Drop by t sea our showroom
JEEP
'86
CJ-7
for
dependa
ble
service.
female Golden Retriever, baths, living room with fire409 SUNBURY -4
,
0_1URR
-18e,
,r)C1 B.,"n
Free
CALL
estimate
Sharp
as
492-8838
they
s.
.
490
$75. Registered female place, central H/A, 2-car
come
local
lady
Used
/
4111
garage
1
and brick storage
1Millib
brindle Border Collie, 6
'ss.A6.
FARLEY'S Roofing. Re•
driven, soft top
Cars
building, newly landscaped
months old, $100
modeling and Plumbing
25,XXX
only
with
or
on 1'4 acre corner lot. Lo759-1276
Call after 5p m 753-9785.
1966 CORVAIR: 4-door,
moles, traded on
cated on 121 South, 372
Monza, automatic, A/C
Wrang
new
ter
FENCE sales at Sears
miles from Murray. Priced
401
49,XXX miles 753-3429
now Call Sears 753-2310
in the $80s. 759-4909.
42 Mos
00,111
AND LEARN WHATSO MANY OTHERS
for free estimate for your
Tax,
OAC
11,50
Ext.
APR
Lic
1978
TRANS
Am
Black,
Produce
BRAND New Listing &
needs
HAVE ALREADY LEARNED.
T-tops, loaded, $1,700
Brand New Home! Lovely 1 753-9414
RED June Apples
FOR most any type drivelevel, 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
753-4725
Jeep
way white rock also, any
quality home with many 1984 CHRYSLER LAZER
Hwy. 541 No
outstanding features Si- A/C, tilt, AM-FM cassette,
Murry', 75341448 UM type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson,
tuated on 3 acres, located PS, PB 753-4993 after
753-4545 or 753-6763
only
3
miles
4p
from
1.
m
"
Murray_
1
1111
1/1
CONTEMPORARY 3 bedroom,2Y2 bath, an 1 acre v.00dez,o; Lr.
21/I acres of large lu$125,00
0
753-1222
,
GENERA
Kopcity. 2500 square feet includes living roan, dining room, family
L Repair: plumbscious
domestic
1984
FORD
Tempo GL141111
perud Realty
ftat
blackberries. $1.25/
ing, roofing, tree work
room with fireplace, large gime room and spacious deck, 2 car
Vans
Automatic, air, cruise, stequart. Located next
436-5895 or 436-2642
•
garage,cathedral ceilings in master suite and living room. Built in
BRICK
reo,
63,000
Home
miles,
In
Gatesbor
SHARP!
1987 GMC SAFARI Min
to Westalde Veterin1987 this is a ?dun TO SEE! Call 753-7273 or 759-1486.
ough: In-ground pool, 3 753-5279 after 5P M
ary Clinic on Johnny
Van All the extras, plus, GUTTERING by Sears
bedroom
s,
2
baths, family
Sears residential and comRobertson Road.
very sharp 753-0603
room, dining room, living 1984 Z-28 Gray, T-tops,
mercial continuous gutters
e Market!
loaded,
excellent
condition
,
room, screened -in porch,
installed for your specificaSP411 V°1b°G
410
$6,850.
, ck ranch with living room,
753-941
4
fireplace with woodstove
tions Call Sears 753-2310
t fireplace and great location - 1621
insert, gas heat and privacy 1984 Z-28 Tilt, T-tops, alufor free estimate
Sunset Blvd. Offered in the $50's.
fence. 753-2280.
minum wheels, red and
HAMILTON Cultured
silver, 52,XXX miles, 1975 CHEVROLET LWD
FOR Sale By Owner • Wellautomatic, V-8, 85,000 marble and file 643 Old
$6,500 759-4868
Septic Tank
Trenching
built, 3 bedroom, brick
Benton Rd 753-9400
Yard Sale
miles, runs great, $2,350
(installation & repair)
711 Main
753-1222
house; approximately 1986 BUICK Century 1980 Ford
June 30 & July 1
SWB, automa- HAND quilting, piecing and
3.000 sq ft under the roof, Grand Sport Black-on - tic. 6 cylinder,
Water Line
Sewer Lines
460 Merrywood
high miles, alterations 435 4150
room -length, cedar-lined black, fully loaded, with exceptionally
Instal
lation
nice,
$2,450
Benton
Ditching
closets; 2 bathrooms; full- 38,000 actual miles, extra Call
HAULING, yard work, tree
759-9698
7th house on right off
size basement with fire- nice 759-1543, 753-0509.
removal, roofing, painting.
What's as easy as
Old Mayfield Hwy.
1986 FORD F-250 4x4 mowing Free estimates
place, storm windows and
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Pick-up Dual gas tanks, 759-1683
doors, large garage with
Backhoe
Hand tools, cookware,
$9,000 753-0651
electronic opener, living
costs only
a day,
CONSTR
H&H
UCTION
753-6156
new Seiko watch,
room with fireplace; formal
Roofing, painting, concrete
Sal
dining room, den, eat-in
5000 BTU A.C. 1941
attracts readers like a
and tree trimming 20 years
kitchen, wall-to-wall wool
Chevy in perfect runexperience Free estimate
carpeting, draperies and
Campers
ning cond , & a whole
Quality work 474-0107
alr•bia. attracts
kitchen appliances, large
a
lot
1972 STINGRAY 20
more.
4?'
lawn with full-grown trees,
INSULAT
ION blown in by
Travel Trailer Roof air, tanflowers and shrubs, nice
causes your /
dem axel, good condition, Sears TVA approved
141110)to
quiet neighborhood near
Save on those high heating
430
$1,900 436-5255
the university on Olive Blvd.
and cooling bills Call Sears
515 S 12
753-496r
Real
(502)759-4167.
in your
29' AIRSTREAM Rear 753-2310 for tree estimate
Estate
bath, awning all around,
KOPPERUD REALTY oflike new inside and out. LANDSCAPING, bushhog, and can be as
ging leveling driveways
fers a complete range o
753-0114
and buildings flower beds
Real Estate services with a
'Neo,
I full
much fun as a
USED EQUIPMENT 2500 436 5430
wide selection of quality
watt generator. 20
homes, all prices
Carefree
awning, Reese & L A 'S Stump Removal
of Ai 7 A little
753-1222, toll free
Easy Lift hitches and sway Free estimates Call
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
controls, othker misc trailer 489-2862
711L
in classified, that's what!
equipment 153-0114
LICENSED electrician. re
NEW Condominiums For
soctenhal and commercial
Sale 3 bedrooms. 2 baths,
Beautiful 3 bedroom brick, central heatpump/air,
.ro
Air conditioning Sales and
1.380 sq ft plus garage, all
fireplace and insert, 2 baths, 2 car garage, 3
Beds
service Gas installation
applocances included plus
outbuildings, satellite, plus 9 acres. Ten minutes
& Motors
and repair for natural and
Brick. 2 bedroom, double carport, 2000 work
many other extras For
from town on main highway. 7 years old, owner
LP
Fred's Repair
shop,
double lot, city water & sewage, owner
14
ALUMIN
boat,
UM
20HP
more information phone
built; $69,500 firm.
financing. $39,950.
electric start, trolling motor 753-7203
Kopperud
Realty
and locator Trailer with SHEETROCK finishing,
753-8332
753-1222
753-8663
new or repair 436-2811
custom cover 354 8586
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Tobacco grant angers feminist

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Sue Etha
Goodner
Services for Mrs. Sue Etha
Goodner were Saturday at 2 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. John Dalt.. of
Murray officiated.
Pallbearers were Paul Crockett,
Dudley Hays, Herman Jackson,
Buford Barton, Joe Perry, Paul Perry, Frank Brown and Bill Freeland.
Burial was in Bethel Cemetery.
Mrs. Goodner, 75, Chickasaw
Road, Paris, died unexpectedly of
an apparent heart attack on Thursday at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She taught school for 30 years
with 17 of them at Puryear, Tenn.
She was a member of East Wood
Church of Christ, Town and Country Homemakers and Retired
Teachers Association.
Her husband, Johnny A. Goodner, died in 1951. Born March 23,
1914, at Buchanan, Tenn., she was
the daughter of the late James
Andrew Patterson and Olive Edna
Lax Patterson.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Sandra Gafford, Paris, and
Mrs. Patsy Elkins, Puryear; one
son, Johnny Goodner, Southaven,
Miss.; one brother, James Patterson, Paris; five grandchildren.

Mrs. Doris
Evelyn Bradley
The funeral for Mrs. Doris Evelyn Bradley will be Wednesday at
2.p.,m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral 'Horne Of Murray. The 'Rev..
Heyward Roberts and the Rev.
Ronnie Stinson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. today (Tuesday)
instead of the incorrect time listed
Monday. Eastern Star services will
be at 7 p.m. tonight at the funeral
home.
Mrs. Bradley, 76, of 809 North
18th St., Murray, was pronounced
dead on arrii,a1 at Community Hospital, Mayfield, at 1:05 p.m. Sunday. Her death was from injuries
sustained in an automobile
.accident.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Shirley Kahl and husband,
Norman, West Palm Beach, Fla.;
two sons, Bobby Bradley and wife,
Charlotte, Rt. 8, Mayfield, and Ted
Bradley, West Palm Beach; four
grandchildren, Terry Bradley, Stephen Bradley, David Miller and
Kim Newsome; three stepgrandchildren, Jeff Miller, Greg Miller
and Pattie Hosford; one greatgrandson. Stephen Bradley Jr.

Mrs. Janice Faye Edmonson
Mrs. Janice Faye Edmonson, 44,
Rt. 5, Murray, died Monday at 9:30
a.m. at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
She was a member of Coldwater
Church of Christ
Born Feb. 25, 1945, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
Hattie Lamb Watson and the late
Gil Watson.
Survivors are her husband,
Ernest Lee Edmonson, to whom
she was married on Feb. 16, 1963;
one daughter, Rhonda Edmonson,

Mrs. Arie Parks Wilkinson
Final rites for Mrs. Arie Parks
Wilkinson were Monday at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Glynn Orr
and the Rev. Jason Barnett officiated. Music was by Norma Turnbow and Oneida White.
Active pallbearers were Gerald
Coles, Timmy Coles, Kenny Shelton, Hershell Shelton, Lennis Coles
and Lake Hall. An honorary group
was Dorcas Sunday School Class
of Westside Baptist Church.
Burial was in Elm Grove

Cemetery.
Mrs. Wilkinson, 79, RL 4, Murray, died Saturday at 1:35 p.m. at
West View Nirsing Home.
She is survived by two sisters,
Mrs. Zera Jones, Murray, and Mrs.
Camel' (Bera) Wells, Rt. 4, Murray; two brothers, Rudell Parks and
wife, Isabel, and Purdom Parks and
wife, Edna, Murray; sister-in-law,
Mrs. Ruth Parks, Louisville;
brother-in-law, Raymond Outland,
Murfreesboro, Tenn.; several
nieces and nephews.

Teachers' conference set
The Calloway County School
District will be holding its seventh
annual Summer Conference for
Teachers Wednesday at the county
middle school and high school.
'The 'thane of the"conference,
"The Time is Now...Planning for
the Future," is reflected in all of
the conference workshop sessions.
A variety of expert presenters will
be available to address specific
issues concerning education both
now and in the fruture.
A topic of major importance to
the educations in west Kentucky
will be the two interest sessions

presented by the Honorable Judge
Ray Corns. With the recent Kentucky Supreme Court ruling on the
Corns Decision, many educators
will be interested to hear Corns'
Views of hoW' this 'decision will
impact education in Kentucky.
Other presenters include Dr. Dan
Burrus, Liz Curtis Higgs, Dr. Charles Petty, George Fields, and Bryan
Townsend.
The conference begins at 9 a.m.
and all interested individuals are
invited to participate in the
program.

Murrayan arrested,jailed
A Murray man is lodged in the
Calloway County Jail following an
early morning disturbance, according to information from the Murray
Police Department.
Officer Ronald Wisehart and
Sgt. Jimmy Armstrong responded
to a call around 1 a.m. at 423 S.
9th St. The report stated Danny
Collier, 35, was threatening suicide
and waving a .25 calliber automatic
handgun. Officer Wisehart

Wade Marshall
Bradley
The graveside rites for Wade
Marshall Bradley are today at 2
p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. Dr.
Greg Earwood is officiating.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements.
The infant son was stillborn Sunday at 3 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. His mother, Patricia C. Bradley, had been injured in
an automobile accident on Highway 121 North, five miles south of
Mayfield, about 1 p.m. Sunday.
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Stephen Bradley, and one
brother, Stephen Bradley Jr., Fox
Meadows, Murray; paternal, grandparents, Ted Bradley, West Palm
Beach, Fla., Billy Joe and Barbara
Parker, Murray; maternal grandparents, William Clark, West Palm
Beach, and Michael and Teresa
Fowler, North Carolina.

one son, Gregory Lee Edmonson,
and one granddaughter, Tasha
Nasaga Edmonson, all of Rt. 5,
Murray; her mother, Mrs. Hattie
Watson, 842 Hurt Dr., Murray; one
brother, Donald Ray Watson,
Mayfield.
The funeral will be Thursday at
10 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate. Burial will follow in
Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call after 5 p.m.
Wednesday at the funeral home.

attempted to disarm Collier. During
the struggle, the gun discharged
once. Collier then regained the gun
and continued the threats.
After approximately three hours
of talking with MPD officers, a
state police detective and a local
minister, Collier surrendered. He
was charged with first degree wanton endangerment and danger to
himself and others.

wages for women, as well as
suffrage.
The Women's Rights National
Historical Park, which commemorates that event, is funded by the
Department of the Interior.
But the hall, a private, non-profit
educational institute, had overdrawn its operating account and
was $68,000 in debt before the
drive.
Philip Morris spokeswoman
Posie DiSesa said the company
made its donation of $10,000 in
cash and $25,000 in public /etations and fund-raising services out
of "corporate benevolence," and
did not expect any promotion in
exchange.
Despite her displeasure with the
Philip Morris donation, Yard said it

SENECA FALLS, N.Y. (AP) —
A grant from a tobacco company is
keeping the National Women's
Hall of Fame open, and one of the
nation's leading feminists is
incensed.
After launching an urgent fundraising drive June 13, the hall's
board of directors on Monday
announced that a $35,000 donation
from the Philip Morris Companies
and a $100,000 Gannett Foundation
grant would provide funds for five
years.
But the decision to take money
from Philip Morris, whose products
include cigarettes, drew heat from
Molly Yard, president of the
National Organization for Women.
"Smoking is a feminist issue,"
Yard said. "Cigarettes are killing
women. Women's organizations are
going to have to stop taking money
from the merchants of death."
The news of the donations
brought hearty applause from a
meeting of about 50 hall members
led by Board President Jane E.
Howland.
Howland said she is a former
smoker and "I think everybody
ought to quit." But she said smoking "is still legal in this country. I
might feel a little different if it was
the Mafia; I might not as long as
the money was there."
The hall, founded in 1968, is
located in an old bank building in
this upstate New York village that
bills itself as "The Birthplace of
Women's Rights." Elizabeth Cady
Stanton and 300 other women held
the first U.S. women's right convention here in 1848 and issued a
demand for equal schooling and
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A Sharon, Tenn. man died and
two Hazel residents were injured in
a two-car accident Sunday on Park
Avenue in Paducah.
According to the report from the
Paducah Police Department, J.D.
Scott, 81, pulled into the path of an
automobile driven by Brenda K.
Grazier, 23. Scott received massive
injuries and was pronounced at the
scene, according to information
from McCracken County Coroner
Jerry Beyer.
Grazier was treated and released
from Western Baptist Hospital. A
passenger, Terry Lassiter, 27, was
admitted to Western Baptist and is
in stable condition.
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BUILDING SITES
Located 3 miles north of Benton. west of U.S.641
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Joe W. Nanney
"A PRIVATE COMMUNITY"

was important to keep the hall
open.
"It's the only place in the country where there's any attempt to
keep records of leading American
women," she said.
An earlier appeal for funds the
national women's organizations
might have made it unnecessary to
resort to Philip Morris, she said.
One former president of the
National Organization for Women
defended the decision.
"It seems to me they have a perfect right to be involved," said
Karen DeCrow, now an attorney in
Syracuse. "I hope people don't
drink and drive and I hope kids
don't smoke cigarettes, but that
doesn't mean they can't be
involved."
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